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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Objective of this report  

Electric mobility represents a significant new challenge to the established automotive and energy supply 

order because it calls upon a cross-sectional industry approach which involves new actors and modes of 

cooperation. As such, it is imperative to move away from the existing automotive model which concentrates 

on single components towards an inclusive approach which integrates all areas of the supply chain. This 

encompasses everything from materials and raw materials for lithium-ion batteries and electric motors to 

innovative new electric drive components and vehicle infrastructure, to overall energy management and the 

environment. Central to this challenge is the need to create new vehicle concepts and energy supply systems 

and to build the power supply infrastructure and business models required to make the transition to electric 

mobility cost-effective. Electric mobility also represents a major opportunity to manage power supply at 

source, considering the charging infrastructure that will allow power generation, grid load and power 

consumption to be harmonized, as well as the EV batteries that can be fed into the power supply for 

increased medium to long-term grid stability.  

 

This shift has implications on the “environment” of electric mobility, linked with the emergence of new 

economic stakeholders, such as E-CS operators, electric mobility service providers (EMPs), information and 

roaming platforms, all undertaking relatively new activities and all searching for the best business model, or 

at least the one enabling them maintaining their activities. In this part of the report, we will see that the 

Alpine Space area is not characterised by a high homogeneity of the business practices of the different 

stakeholders, but the latters are rather trying to consolidate their activities.  

 

More than 100 E-CS operators and electric mobility service providers are active in the Alpine Space, which 

can be considered as a sign of interest for electric mobility, since the market is continuously growing and 

hence offers more and more business opportunities, but also as a sign of fragmentation and lack of maturity 

of the electric mobility market, since a lot of these operators, as we will see in this report, operate charging 

stations on a rather smaller local or regional basis. However, it does not mean that the Alpine Space is an 

underprivileged area in Europe when it comes to electric mobility, thanks to a group of major stakeholders, 

i.e. E-CS and mobility operators of European relevance, OEMs that are also active in shaping the future of 

electric mobility, committed public authorities, roaming and information platforms at European level. The 

Alpine Space being a relevant electric mobility area is also proven by the high number of charging stations 

that have been installed and that are publicly accessible. Nonetheless, in order to match with the objectives 

of the e-Moticon project, we have to underline that only focusing on the number of installed E-CS is not 

sufficient to admit that the Alpine Space area is one of the leading electric mobility areas in Europe; 

connecting the charging networks on a cross-border basis, and making them interoperable, i.e. allowing EV 

drivers to charge at any E-CS even if they have not subscripted a contract with a specific E-CS operator, are 

other challenges to be faced, that will be addressed in the E-Moticon E-CS deployment strategy and planning 

tools for public authorities. 

 

Actually, the e-Moticon project deals with the fostering of interoperability and the creation of a robust 

charging network throughout this territory. It is stated that the interoperability levels (percentage of E-CS 

that are interoperable, i.e. whose have been registered by a roaming platform) are low in the Alpine Space, 

mainly due to the limited integration of planning instruments used by public authorities. In the previous 
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report dealing with the policies at national, regional and local levels, we have sketched the regulatory 

situation enabling the development of electric mobility.  

 

The present report on Electric Mobility Policies is part of a series of three different e-Moticon state-of-the-

art reports: 

• Part A: Policies analysis  

• Part B: Business model analysis 

• Part C: Charging infrastructure analysis  

 

In this part, we will focus on the description of the EV market offer in the Alpine Space countries, as well as 

on the presentation and analysis of the different business models that are to be found among the local and 

national, or even European operators. The idea is not to list all the operators that are active in the Alpine 

Space countries since it has been done thanks to the templates, but rather to sketch a typology of the 

different players’ families that can be found in our countries. A special focus will be given to the 

interoperability levels and its implementation in the Alpine Space.  

 

1.2 Methodology 

When it comes to the number of registered EVs we will use the statistics given by the project partners in the 

different templates that will be published at the end of this report and the statistics issued by the European 

Alternative Fuels Observatory (EAFO), a body supported by the European Commission which focuses on 

the development of electric mobility and the installations of E-CS in Europe, on its website. The objective of 

this Observatory is to be the one-stop-shop for all data and relevant information regarding alternative 

transport fuels in Europe. The Observatory is there to support the development of alternative transport fuels 

in Europe and assist the Member States with the implementation of Directive 2014/94/EU on the deployment 

of recharging and refuelling stations. Specifically on electric mobility, this Directive requires that the 

Member States ensure a minimum coverage of publicly accessible charging stations by end 2020. Up until 

now, data has been available on a fragmented and non-quality checked basis. The Observatory is gathering 

all existing data, performing the necessary quality checks and cross-checks so that users can trust their 

reliability. For many parts, the Observatory receives direct input from European countries and stakeholders. 

The EAFO is managed by a consortium led by AVERE, the European Association for Electromobility. Also 

involved are POLIS, a leading association of cities, the VUB (the Flemish University of Brussels), TNO (a 
consultancy), and Tobania, an IT company. 

 

Concerning France, Germany, and Italy, the data provided are only focusing on the regions included in the 

INTERREG Alpine Space Program, and do not reflect the current number of EVs registered in these three 

countries since partial data are needed in the framework of the e-Moticon project. 

 

We will pursue our analysis with the regulatory framework of the energy supply and distribution; for this 

part, the national data collection templates that have been filled by the project partners will be used. 

Concerning the analysis of the business models, dedicated templates have been used; but in order to further 

feed this report, Pôle Véhicule du Futur invited stakeholders involved in the electric mobility sector during 

the second e-Moticon seminar that was held in Strasbourg (France) on 5th and 6th July 2017; three E-CS and 

mobility operators (Freshmile, Cirrantic, ChargeMap) and one E-CS supplier (Hager) got the opportunity to 

present their activities as well as discussing their visions on the future development of electric mobility. 

Their presentations will help us understanding the various business models that can be found in the electric 
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mobility sector. Other sources will also be used according to their relevance, and will be mentioned in the 

appendix.  

 

 

2. NUMBER OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES IN THE ALPINE SPACE REGIONS 

2.1 General overview of the EV market in the Alpine Space countries  

 

For this table, we used the statistics provided by the European Alternative Fuels Observatory (EAFO) as 

published on its website on 1st September 2017 and reflecting the state of the EVs’ registrations at the end of 

July 2017.  

 

We can underline that in the Alpine Space, over the 250.809 EVs that have been registered by the end of 

July 2017 (according to the EAFO figures), the large majority of them, namely 66%, are BEVs. Both BEVs 

and PHEVs markets are continuously growing in the Alpine Space for the last seven years, with national and 

regional disparities that we will focus on in the next section.  

 

 
COUNTRIES  REGISTRATIONS OF BEVs REGISTRATIONS OF PHEVs TOTAL 

    

AUSTRIA  11.735 3.976 15.711 

FRANCE (Alpine space) 81.327 21.839 103.166 

GERMANY (Alpine space) 53.266 46.585 99.851 

ITALY (Alpine Space) 6.493 4.736 11.229 

LIECHTENSTEIN 117 380 497 

SLOVENIA  547 241 788 

SWITZERLAND  11.934 7.633 19.567 

 

ALPINE SPACE (TOTAL) 165.419 85.390 250.809 

 

 

2.2 Comments on the national EV markets in the Alpine Space countries and regions 

 
2.2.1 Austria  

The EV market is continuously growing in Austria since the amount of EVs represented 0.01% of the total 

amount in 2010 and this market share grew up year after year; this increase of the EV market concerns both 

BEVs and PHEVs sales. Some years, the growing rate of the market exceeds 65%. For the first time, the 

market share of the BEVs sales exceeded the European average over the first semester of 2017, since the 

sales of BEVs now represent 1.44% of the total (the European average stays at 0.54% acording to the 

EAFO). The Austrian PHEV market share stays below the European average (0.38% in Austria, and 0.64% 

in the EU as for the year 2016).  
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2.2.2 France  

It would be difficult to separate the data given for the French EV market into several regional statistics. We 

will first give an overview of the national market and then try to identify the specific regional market 

evolutions.  

 

In March 2017, the total registrations of EVs (private and utilitarian BEVs and PHEVs) have exceeded 

100.000 registrations as underlined by the former Government, making France one of the leading markets in 

Europe, just after Norway since this country counts more registered EVs and has the biggest market share 

for BEVs in Europe (16% of the sales in 2016, and already 19% of the sales by the end of the first 2017 

semester, according to EAFO). In 2016, sales of BEVs in France represented 1.08% of the market share 

(EAFO) and 21.776 private BEVs had been purchased over the year (EAFO); by mid-2017, the sales of 

BEVs already represent 1.19% of the total market share (EAFO) as 13.555 private BEVs have been sold 

between January and the end of June 2017 (AVERE France). The market is growing continuously in France, 

driven by the several national and regional incentives and by the Renault ZOE which is the mostly sold EV 

in Europe.  

 

However, one could underline that the market dynamic among the French administrative regions is quite 

heterogeneous, since some regions have bigger registrations quotes than other; for example, between Corsica 

and Rhône-Alpes, in 2015, the latter registered 55 times more EVs than the first! If we focus on the regions 

covered by the Alpine Space program, we can state that out of Franche-Comté (254 registered BEVs), the 

three other regions, namely Alsace (449 BEVs), and even more Rhône-Alpes (1.714 BEVs registered over 

the year) and Provence-Côte d’Azur (1.285 BEVs) are regional markets of national relevance for BEVs. On 

the 17.240 BEVs that have been sold throughout France in 2015, the four French Alpine Space regions 

counted for 21.5% of the total market.  

These figures have increased for the year 2016 (source: Automobile Propre), as more BEVs have been 

registered in each French Alpine Space region than in 2015, even if the market stayed heteregeneous and that 

the Rhône-Alpes (2.527 registered BEVs, +47%) and Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur (1.697 BEVs, +32%) 

regions remained both the most important regions for the registrations of new BEVs, besides Alsace (698 

registrations, +55%) and Franche-Comté (285 registrations, +12%).  
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Regional repartition of the 17.240 EV registrations in France in 2015 (http://www.automobile-propre.com/dossiers/voitures-

electriques/chiffres-vente-immatriculations-france/, accessed on 03.08.2017) 

 

 

 
 
Regional repartition of the 21.758 BEVs registrations in France in 2015 (http://www.automobile-propre.com/immatriculations-

voitures-electriques-departement-france-2016/)  

 

 

 

 

http://www.automobile-propre.com/dossiers/voitures-electriques/chiffres-vente-immatriculations-france/#Immatriculations_par_regions_en_2015
http://www.automobile-propre.com/dossiers/voitures-electriques/chiffres-vente-immatriculations-france/#Immatriculations_par_regions_en_2015
http://www.automobile-propre.com/immatriculations-voitures-electriques-departement-france-2016/
http://www.automobile-propre.com/immatriculations-voitures-electriques-departement-france-2016/
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2.2.3 Germany  

Unlike several Alpine Space countries, Germany’s electric mobility market is more and more driven by the 

sales of PHEVs rather than BEVs since the market shares of PHEVs are more important than the ones of 

BEVs since 2016; before that point, the sales of BEVs, even lean, were more important than the sales of 

PHEVs. For instance, by mid-2017, the sales of BEVs represent 0.53% of the total market share whereas the 

sales of PHEVs represent 0.66% of it. The German market of BEVs grew until 2015 and decreased for the 

year 2016 and 2017 (by the end of the first semester), whereas the market of PHEVs has been continuoulsy 

growing from 2011 onwards.  

 

In Baden-Wurttemberg, the market for BEVs and PHEVs really began to take off from 2013 onwards, 

whereas the Bavarian market took off in 2011 for PHEVs and in 2012 for BEVs thanks to significant 

purchases of alternative driven vehicles. In both regions, the markets are continuously growing but with 

different speeds, since sales of PHEVs remain more important than BEVs’ sales. One could say that both 

regions are among the leading regional markets in Germany with Northrhine-Westfalia.  

 
2.2.4 Italy  

The Italian BEV market has registered a growth rate of 186% between 2012 and 2015, and grew up 

continuously over these years; nonetheless, in 2016, the market has registered a slight decrease (-5%). In 

2016, for the first time, the sales of PHEVs have been more important than the sales of BEVs. The Italian 

situation is then comparable to the German one, since already over the first semester of the year 2017, the 

Italian EV market is more pushed by the sales of PHEVs than the ones of BEVs.  however, even if the EV 

market is growing, the state of the market is still at the very beginning, since the sales of BEVs do not 

exceed 0.1% of the market share (0.08% of the market share for BEVs in 2016 and for the first semester of 

2017, 0.08% also for the PHEV market share in 2016).  

 
2.2.5 Liechtenstein  

As no project partner comes from Liechtenstein and because of the missing data on the EAFO platform, we 

used the statistics provided by the Statistics Office of the Principalty of Liechtenstein in order to have an 

idea of the number of registered EVs in the country. The last issued report gives the stand of the registrations 

by last 30th June 2016. The report giving the stand of the registrations by 30th June 2017 will be only 

published in February 2018.  

 
2.2.6 Slovenia  

The market share of the BEVs’ sales represented 0.28% of the total purchases in 2016; at the moment, for 

the year 2017, the market share is of 0.38%. 2016 was up to now the best year for the sales of BEVs in 

Slovenia; the market is growing slowly but continuously; for instance, it grew up by 212% between 2014 

and 2015. As we will see in the third part of the state of the art’s report, there are more E-CS installed in 

Slovenia than registered EVs! 

 
2.2.7 Switzerland  

For the year 2017, the country has already registered 2.194 BEVs by mid-2017, which does represent a 

market share of 1.19%, which is already better than the market share for the whole year 2016 and making it 

as one of the best among European countries. The BEV market is continuously growing with a relative high 

growth rate (+137% between 2014 and 2015), whereas the PHEV market grew very fast from 2011 onwards 

until 2015 (+6.631%!) but decreased for the year 2016 (-15.5% between 2015 and 2016). All in all, even 
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considering this slight decrease, one can consider that Switzerland is among the leading markets for electric 

mobility in Europe.  

 

 

3. ENERGY SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION RULES OVERVIEW 

3.1  At the European Union level 

3.1.1 Energy supply 

The European Union has organized the electricity single market thanks to three “Energy packages” in 1996, 

2003 and 2009. Thanks to EU energy legislation adopted over the years, EU’s national electricity markets 

have undergone major changes, involving shifting away from a regulated environment dominated by a few 

quasi-monopolistic companies, to one that is increasingly competitive.  
The EU energy legislation is based on a “target design model”, where the ultimate goal is the achievement of 

an increasingly interconnected European electricity market with convergent prices across the EU. 

 

- This first Energy Package with the Directive 96/92/EC of the European Parliament and of the 

Council of 19 December 1996 concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity  

promoted the independence of transmission system operators, and laid down the linked rules 

concerning the organization, the functioning of, and the access to the wholesale electricity market. 

- The second Energy Package composed of the Regulation EC n°1228/2003 on conditions for access to 

the network for cross-border exchanges in electricity, and the Directive 2003/54/EC concerning 

common rules for the internal market in electricity and repealing Directive 96/92/EC further opened 

the energy market.. It mainly focused on the concepts of unbundling and third-party access, defining 

the need for an independent regulatory authority and additional measures to protect vulnerable 

customers.  

- The third Energy Package containing the Regulation  (EC) n° 713/2009 establishing an Agency for 

the Cooperation of Energy Regulators, the Regulation (EC) n°714/2009 on conditions for access to 

the network for cross-border exchanges in electricity and repealing Regulation (EC) n° 1228/2003, 

and the Directive 2009/72/EC concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity and 

repealing Directive 2003/54/EC   introduced the principle of full ownership unbundling, which is the 

separation of transmission interests (ownership and operation of transmission systems) from 

generation, production and supply activities. 

 

Directive 2005/89/EC establishes measures aimed at safeguarding the security of electricity supply, to 

ensure the proper functioning of the internal market for electricity, an adequate level of interconnection 

between Member States, an adequate level of generation capacity, and balance between supply and demand. 

 

Even after the adoption and the implementation of these three Energy Packages, the European Commission 

stated in 2015 in its State of the Energy Union that the internal energy market was not fully completed by the 

Member States yet.  

In February 2015 the European Commission published a communication on the Energy Union package 

entitled “A Framework Strategy for a Resilient Energy Union with a Forward-Looking Climate Change 

Policy” (COM (2015) 0080). The package states that the goal of the Energy Union is “to give EU consumers 

— households and businesses — secure, sustainable, competitive and affordable energy”. In order to 
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achieve these goals, five mutually reinforcing and closely interrelated dimensions were set out in the 

package:  

- Energy security, solidarity and trust;  

- a fully integrated European energy market;  

- energy efficiency contributing to moderation of demand;  

- decarbonizing the economy;  

- And research, innovation and competitiveness. 

 

As announced in the Energy Union strategy, the Commission put forward a set of legislative proposals for a 

new EU energy market design on 30th November 2016. The “Clean Energy for all Europeans” (COM (2016) 

0860) package aims at implementing the Energy Union and covers energy efficiency, renewable energy, the 

design of the electricity market, security of electricity supply and governance rules for the Energy Union. 

The legislative process will begin during the year 2017.  

 
3.1.2 Energy distribution 

The electricity distribution business across Europe is very diverse but its main purpose is to take electricity 

from the transmission networks and distribute it to consumers. Distribution networks are managed by 

distribution-system operators (DSOs) which are defined by the European Union in the Article 2(6) of the 

Directive 2009/72/EC,  as “a natural or legal person responsible for operating, ensuring the maintenance of 

and, if necessary, developing the distribution system in a given area and, where applicable, its 

interconnections with other systems and for ensuring the long-term ability of the system to meet reasonable 

demands for the distribution of electricity.” DSOs in the European Union Internal Electricity Market are 

responsible for providing and operating low, medium and high voltage networks for regional distribution of 

electricity as well as for supply of lower-level distribution systems and directly connected customers, 

according to the Articles 2 and 25 of Directive 2009/72/EC concerning common rules for the internal market 

in electricity and repealing Directive 2003/54/EC. 

 

DSOs have two main functions:  

- as system operators they secure a reliable flow of electricity through their network to their customers, 

and  

- as neutral market facilitators they are also required to provide non-discriminatory access to their 

networks for other system users, like power generators or service providers.  

Electricity distribution is a  regulated activity which is not open to competition even in the liberalised single 

energy market developed by the EU legislation. Electricity distribution is therefore considered as a natural 

monopoly since DSOs operate networks for which it does not make any economic, practical or 

environmental sense to have numerous competing infrastructures. DSOs are therefore fully regulated 

companies and are controlled by a national energy regulatory authority; DSOs’ allowed revenue is 

determined by national regulatory authorities. This particularity has been stressed by the Council of 

European Energy Regulators (CEER) in its second White paper published on 15th May 2017, dealing with 

the role of DSOs and answering to the European Commission’s Clean Energy Proposals 

(https://www.ceer.eu/documents/104400/5937686/The+Role+of+the+DSO/94563e91-008a-fc43-85fb-

1f908a210c9b)  

 

With the evolution of the power grids into smart grids and the necessary interconnection of the grids claimed 

by the European Commission, DSOs are going to play a major role in the years to come. They are already 

facing an increasing challenge of integrating rising shares of decentralised and variable generation and new 

https://www.ceer.eu/documents/104400/5937686/The+Role+of+the+DSO/94563e91-008a-fc43-85fb-1f908a210c9b
https://www.ceer.eu/documents/104400/5937686/The+Role+of+the+DSO/94563e91-008a-fc43-85fb-1f908a210c9b
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loads such as electric vehicles into their networks. Considerable investments in distribution networks, 

including smart grids and smart meters, will be needed to accommodate these challenges and to replace the 

current ageing infrastructure while maintaining the high quality of service. 

DSOs will play a key role as neutral facilitators of tomorrow’s more decentralised energy system. 14 

countries have already undertaken or are planning the mandatory roll-out of smart meters to at least 80% of 

customers. DSOs already operate the traditional meters in most European countries, and will be responsible 

for deploying smart meters in 16 European countries. All countries that are Member States and are part of 

the Interreg Alpine Space program have begun to fund R&D and applied projects in the field of smart grids, 

enabling a robust transition towards new distribution grids in a near future.  

 

3.2 Member States of the European Union 

3.2.1 Austria  

3.2.1.1 Energy supply 

Due to liberalisation of the electricity market in 2001, customers have a freedom of choice of suppliers. The 

consumers receive electricity and pay an energy tariff to the supplier and a tariff for the services of the DSO, 

concluding a contract with the DSO for grid utilisation and a contract for energy supply with the supplier. 

Suppliers have the following responsibilities: 

- Conclude supply contracts with their customers. 

- Notify their balance responsible party of their customers' forecast consumption for the next day. 

- Bill their customers for the power consumed. 

 

There is no obligation to obtain a licence for wholesale electricity traders. Foreign electricity traders do not 

have to establish a company or branch in Austria to be able to commence electricity trading. However, if no 

branch or company is established, a national process agent must be notified to E-control. 

Both direct trading, based on electricity sale-purchase agreements (over-the-counter trading) and power 

exchange trading are available. In order to be able to trade electricity on the Austrian wholesale market, the 

electricity trader must either: 

• Establish its own balancing group. 

• Join an already existing balancing group. 

Typically, non-domestic electricity traders usually choose to establish their own balancing group. 

The provincial electricity Acts provide various regulations on electricity traders. 

The WELWG provides that electricity traders delivering power to final customers are obliged to notify the 

commencement of their trading activities to the provincial government and that they have to inform the 

authority in their business seat. 

The Federal Electricity Management and Organisation Act 2010 (ELWOG) provides several provisions on 

electricity traders and other retailers that supply final customers. Electricity traders, for example, must 

transmit certain data (including price data) to the regulatory authority for the purposes of market monitoring 

(tariff calculator, REMIT). 

 
3.2.1.2 Energy distribution 

The distribution system operators (DSOs) must transport electricity in accordance with the existing contracts 

between producers and withdrawers, in return for payment of the regulated system charges. They must take 

any action necessary, under the prevailing technical circumstances, to maintain network stability. In 

particular, they must make long-term investments to maintain the operability of their networks. 

The DSOs have the following responsibilities to: 
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- Conclude system access contracts with their customers. 

- Transport electricity to their customers. 

- Measure consumption and attribute it to the individual balance groups. 

- Transmit consumption data to the clearing and settlement agent. 

 

Distribution systems are operated by more than 130 DSOs, among which are the provincial electricity 

companies. Verbund-Gesellschaft (Verbund Hydro Power AG and Verbund Thermal Power GmbH & Co 

KG) generates the majority of electricity in Austria, followed by the state or other utilities. Companies in the 

transmission sector are the Austrian Power Grid AG (APG) and the Vorarlberger Übertragungsnetz GmbH 

(VÜN). The main distribution system operators (DSOs) are subsidiaries of the former provincial electricity 

companies. In addition to Verbund-Gesellschaft, provincial electricity companies are prominent players in 

generation and supply (for example, Energie Burgenland AG, Wien Energie GmbH, EVN AG, Energie AG 

Oberösterreich, Energie Steiermark AG, Salzburg AG, TIWAG and VKW). 

 
3.2.2 France  

3.2.2.1 Energy supply 

The French electricity market is fully open to competition since the 1st July 2007. The purposes of opening 

up the market were to: 

- achieve an internal energy market that provides a secure energy supply at affordable prices for all 

consumers, 

- encourage healthy competition on the European energy market, 

- have due regard to matters of environmental safety. 

 

Since 2004, the French electricity sector is no longer run by the former State’s monopoly company EDF 

only, but also by different new private and public owned companies.  

 

France also has two legal Codes regulating the electricity sector:  

- French Energy Code. This Code was created in 2011 with the clear objective of bringing together the 

various oil, gas and electricity legal provisions into one piece of legislation, therefore giving a clearer 

overview of the French electricity legislation currently in force. 

- French Environmental Code. This Code contains provisions that contribute to the regulatory 

framework for the electricity sector (for example, this Code sets out the objectives of the national 

energy policy). 

 

The French regulatory framework is made up of various laws, which were adopted in the wake of the EU 

legislative packages.  

- Electricity Act 2000 (Loi du 10 février 2000 relative à la modernisation et au développement du 

service public de l'électricité). This Act transposed the first EU Energy Package, providing a basis 

for the opening up of the electricity market through: 

o reinforcing the importance of the electricity public service by focusing on the three following 

objectives: balanced development of electricity supply; development and operation of public 

transmission and distribution networks; and supply of electricity throughout the French 

territory, 

o establishing the obligation to purchase electricity from renewable sources and cogeneration at 

fixed feed-in tariffs, 

o introducing the contribution to the public electricity service, 
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o creating the Energy Regulatory Commission (CRE, Commission de régulation de l'énergie) 

and a standing committee for disputes and sanctions. 

- Electricity Act 2010 (Loi NOME -  Nouvelle organisation du marché de l’électricité du 7 décembre 

2010). The implementation of this Act, which transposed the third EU Energy Package into national 

law, created the conditions for a genuine opening up of the electricity market to competition through: 

o creating a temporary mechanism for regulated access to historical nuclear energy. It required 

EDF to sell almost a quarter of its nuclear output to competitors at a price set by decree for a 

period of 25 years, 

o allowing changes to regulated tariffs. These tariffs were intended to disappear gradually for 

certain categories of professional consumers, 

o establishing a capacity market. To secure electricity supply in France, electricity suppliers 

must buy peak load generation capacity certificates to match their forecast needs three years 

in advance. These certificates are delivered to the operators of generation plants. 

 

The supply of electricity has also been liberalized and is not anymore run by only EDF. Since 2007 all 

consumers are able to choose their electricity supplier freely. The main supply companies in France are: 

EDF, ENGIE, Direct Energie, Enercoop, Energem, Planète Oui, Lucia, and Proxelia. 

Suppliers must apply to the Minister of Energy for authorisation to purchase electricity for resale to eligible 

customers (Energy Code). Applications are assessed based on the following factors: 

• The technical, economical and financial capabilities of the applicant. 

• The compatibility of the planned project with the obligations incumbent on electricity suppliers (for 

example, the obligation to contribute to the security of electricity supply). 

 

Since the opening up of the French energy market to competition on 1st July 2007, new entrants can supply 

electricity alongside historical suppliers (that is, EDF and local distribution companies). There are currently 

two pricing mechanisms available: 

• Non-regulated tariffs. Agreements are concluded between consumers and suppliers, and the tariffs 

are freely determined in accordance with the market price. 

• Regulated tariffs. Agreements are concluded between consumers and the historical suppliers at 

regulated prices set by the French Government, based on proposals made by the Energy Regulatory 

Commission (Commission de régulation de l'énergie) (CRE). 

Since 2016, regulated tariffs have been abolished for consumers whose subscribed power is higher than 36 

kVA (green and yellow tariffs), in order to comply with EU law. They have been maintained for individuals 

and small businesses (blue tariffs). 
 

The Energy Code currently provides that wholesale electricity prices are not regulated, but determined by the 

market, and that the CRE must monitor the French wholesale electricity market. 

 
3.2.2.2 Energy distribution 

The distribution market has been liberalized thanks to the European legislation since 1st July 2007. Enedis, 

created in 2008 and previously known as ERDF, is the main distribution network operator in France, 

covering almost 95% of the French territory. The remaining 5% are managed by more than 150 local 

distribution companies such as Electricité de Strasbourg Réseaux, URM, and SRD, the Syndicat Mixte 

d'Electricité du Doubs (SyDED) and others. These local companies have a monopoly on their (relative 

small) supply territory. The public electricity distribution system is owned by municipalities or groupings of 
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municipalities, which usually delegate the management of the system to Enedis or local distribution 

companies under concession agreements. 

 

The Energy Transition Act (2015) has defined ambitious objectives for the promotion of renewable energies 

and the management of the energy consumption. These objectives have already an impact on the power grids 

structure and on its integration, as France began a couple of years ago to introduce regulatory measures for 

the evolution of its grids. This is particularly noticeable with the adoption of the Electricity Act in 2010 

(“Loi NOME”, see above) that fully reorganizes the legal framework for the French electricity market and 

urges the energy suppliers to prepare the transition of the power grids into smart grids:  

- All energy suppliers have to adopt cut-off consumption’s capacities during consumption peaks;  

- Ruled tariffs of the electricity can be defined in order to encourage the consumers to stop their 

consumption;  

- Consumers should have free access to the consumption data and statements.  

Smart grids are more and more considered as part of the solution to reach the energetic and ecological 

transition because they can offer new technological and organizational tools that boost the innovation 

opportunities to escort the development of renewable energies, the management of the demand and of the 

supply of electricity and the flexibility of the grids.  

 

Evolving towards more intelligent power grids will only be possible through the deployment of new 

equipment devices such as e.g. sensors, remotely operable equipment, and communication tools, and through 

the digitalization of the existing devices and the development of software and information systems that are 

able to monitor the big data collected on the power grids.  

 The objective of the smart grids is to find a balance between supply and demand of electricity at 

anytime and to optimize the functioning of the power grids.  

 The development of smart grids allows the opening of power grids to the competition at the 

European level. 

 

One of the most known initiative is the deployment of the smart metering device “Linky” in the French 

houses that began in 2015 and will last until 2021. The Linky electric meter allows a bi-directional exchange 

of information (from the electricity supplier to the consumer and from the consumer to the supplier) and 

allows a more precise metering of the consumption and a more effective management of the electricity 

consumption and of the power grids in general. The Government already ruled on its issue with the decree 

n°2010-1022 issued on 31st August 2010 whose object is the deployment of smart meters.  

 
3.2.3 Germany  

3.2.3.1 Energy supply 

The liberalisation of the supply market has been even more pronounced than the liberalisation of the 

transmission market. Under the EnWG and the Ordinance on Electricity Network Access 

(Stromnetzzugangsverordnung (StromNZV)), the position of supply companies, as well as end-consumers, is 

strong. Therefore there is a large and competitive supply market. Since the beginning of the liberalisation 

efforts in 1998, at least one-third of customers had changed electricity supplier. In 2014 this ratio is expected 

to rise to some 40% or 50%. Renewable energy suppliers are particularly benefiting from this trend. 

 

The commencement or termination of supply of electricity to household customers must be notified to the 

competent regulatory authority, the Federal Network Agency (BNetzA) or the respective state regulatory 
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authority. The authority is empowered to prohibit the business at any time if the supplier does not have the 

adequate human, technical or economic resources. 

In 2006, the BNetzA issued guidelines on business processes for the supply of electricity to customers 

(Geschäftsprozesse zur Kundenbelieferung mit Elektrizität (GPKE)). The supply companies must comply 

with these rules. In addition to these general requirements, the supply company with the highest market 

share in a given network area is responsible for the basic supply (Grundversorgung), subject to the 

Ordinance on Electricity Basic Supply (Stromgrundversorgungsverordnung(StromGVV)). 

 
3.2.3.2Energy distribution 

The energy sector in Germany is governed by a number of acts and ordinances which are subject to constant 

modifications and amendments. The main pieces of legislation are the Energy Industry Act 

(Energiewirtschaftsgesetz(EnWG)) and the Renewable Energies Act (Erneuerbare-Energien-Gesetz (EEG)). 

However, the EnWG Act has been amended by the Electricity market Act (Strommarktgesetz) wich entered 

into force on 30th July 2016.  

Under the EnWG of 2005, electricity grid operators could not be involved in electricity production or 

electricity sales activities of a vertically integrated energy utility. Electricity grids, in general, needed to be 

operated through legally separate entities ("legal unbundling"). In addition, organisational structures had to 

guarantee the independence of the decision-makers responsible for the operation of the grid ("operational 

unbundling"). In addition, the rules on "informational unbundling" required the strict confidentiality of 

economically sensitive information obtained through grid operations, as well as the non-discriminatory 

disclosure of grid-related information potentially offering economic benefits to the upstream or downstream 

level. Finally, internal accounting as well as financial reporting had to be separated from trade-related 

accounting ("unbundling of accounts"). 

Since the transformation of the European third energy law package into German law in 2011, the revised 

EnWG provides for stricter unbundling rules for electricity transmission system operators (TSOs). The new 

law provides for three unbundling models with different levels of structural separation of grid operation from 

production and supply activities. The three unbundling models are: 

• Full ownership unbundling. 

• Independent system operator (ISO). 

• Independent transmission operator (ITO). 

All three models are aimed at discouraging vertically integrated energy utilities from discriminating against 

competitors in terms of access to, and investments in, the grid. 

 

German distribution system operators (DSOs) are typically owned by municipalities. This accounts for the 

large number of 869 electricity DSOs in Germany in 2014. While the "Big Four" have managed to acquire 

shares in numerous DSOs through privatisation efforts by the municipalities in the past, the German 

distribution market has seen a reverse trend in recent years. This is due to municipalities, often guided by the 

will of the local people, increasingly attempting to regain sole control over the DSOs (Rekommunalisierung). 

Secondly, the Federal Cartel Office also tends to prohibit new acquisitions by the "Big Four" in order to 

ensure the success of the liberalisation efforts on the transmission and generation level. 

 

In accordance with the transposed EU unbundling requirements, electricity grid operators on both the 

transmission and distribution level must comply with legal, operational and informational unbundling as 

well as unbundling of accounts. In addition, electricity TSOs are subject to either full ownership unbundling 

or must ensure that the grid operation is independent of both electricity production and supply within a 

vertically integrated energy utility (independent transmission operator (ITO)). In Germany, a third 
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unbundling model (independent system operator (ISO)), provided by EU regulation, is of no practical 

relevance.  

 

Under the Energy Industry Act (EnWG), distribution system operators (DSOs) are responsible for the safety 

and reliability of their grids. They are also generally responsible for (smart) metering to monitor both 

electricity consumption and effective utilisation periods. Larger DSOs also have to annually report the 

current state of their grids and the impact of the expanding renewable energy sources to the competent 

regulatory authority. As regards the latter, DSOs are obligated to grant both priority connection and access to 

operators of renewable energy facilities under the EEG.  

 

Under the Electricity Market Act, the charging stations are acknowledged as being “final consumers” and the 

EV drivers who charge at the E-CS are considered as “guests” who stay “invisible” regarding the 

prescriptions of the EnWG Act. The Electricity Market Act therefore states that the CPOs are not energy 

neither electricity suppliers, since the charging process at the E-CS has to be considered as a service 

gathering several services, such as the provision of a parking spot, of an infrastructure, of electricity. The 

CPO does not supply electricity itself. This recognition of the status of the CPO exempts the latter to comply 

with the duties linked with the energy supplier status. Moreover, the CPO has the right to be connected to the 

power grids (article 17 EnWG) and to choose an energy supplier for its E-CS (article 20 EnWG); the same 

article of the Act precises that the EV drivers cannot choose the energy supplier for the E-CS.  

This new status of the CPO under the German law has also consequences on the fiscal level, since the CPO 

is seen as the final consumer and does not need an authorisation provided by the Federal Customs to operate 

the network.   

 
3.2.4 Italy  

3.2.4.1 Energy supply 

Supply is divided into the wholesale and retail levels: 

• Wholesale supply. In 2012, wholesale supply was divided between: 

• OTC transactions by independent traders (45%); 

• transactions in the power exchange by independent traders (35.4%); 

• purchases by Acquirente Unico, the company granted with an exclusive right to the wholesale 

procurement of electricity to be supplied under a regulated tariff to end users (15.4%). 

The remainder of the supply was negotiated abroad or in order to provide a back-to-back physical balance of 

financial transactions (including contracts for differences agreed on strike prices). 

• Retail supply. Major retail suppliers include: 

• Enel; 

• Edison; 

• Acea; 

• Eni; 

• A2A; 

• Hera; 

• E.On; 

 

 

No specific authorisation is required to supply electricity distribution systems. 

There is a duty to provide data to the Electricity  Gas and Water Authority (AEEGSI) for statistical purposes. 

Suppliers must comply with a number of AEEGSI regulations, such as: 
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• Preventing undesired supply agreements. 

• Managing a balance between unpaid bills and social rights for preserved protected categories by 

avoiding or limiting the interruption of supply. 

• Maintaining accurate metering and billing. 

• Giving clear explanations of levels of service, billing breakdown and new commercial offers. 

• Providing stringent client care in respect of call centres, the behaviour of commercial agents and 

flexible methods of payment to customers. 

• Compliance with rules regarding new supply agreements, documentation and the right of withdrawal 

within ten days. 

• Allowing a short-term prior termination notice by customers to facilitate switching between 

suppliers. 

 

At the consumer level, the retail supply tariff is set and regulated by the Electricity Gas and Water Authority 

(AEEGSI). Every quarter the AEEGSI sets a regulated price based on recognised costs that aims: 

• To minimise the impact of the variable costs of inflation. 

• To implement the social policy that prices have the same impact on all categories of end-user. 

 
3.2.4.2 Energy distribution 

Distribution grids are operated under a concession agreement regime. In medium and large cities, most of the 

concessions are awarded to utility companies controlled by municipalities (normally the majority 

shareholder). The operators holding concessions have authority to manage the service on a monopolistic 

basis in their territory. In most smaller towns, villages and rural areas, Enel's subsidiary, Enel Distribuzione 

S.p.A., operates the distribution grid.  

 

Distribution and supply activities must be unbundled. Separate companies forming part of the same group of 

companies are permitted but they must not share information or commercial centralised services. An 

exemption for smaller companies applies so long as there is accounting unbundling. 

 

Distribution system operators manage the distribution service on a monopolistic basis, under the terms of 

concession agreements with the Ministry of Economic Development.  

To construct low and medium voltage lines, an application must be made to local authorities for a permit 

under Royal Decree No. 1775/1933. Local authority consents and waivers are also necessary if the voltage is 

greater than 5kV. 

For example in Apulia, the construction of a cable line could be authorised by filing a simple notice of 

commencement of works (Denuncia di Inizio Lavori) (DIL). After a 30-day standstill period, in the absence 

of any objections by the province, works can commence. 

For the construction of other distribution lines a simple assent from the competent local authority is 

sufficient (Presidential Decree No. 619/1955). 

 

The concession agreement with distribution system operators includes authority to operate the system. 

Distribution areas must have a minimum range of a municipality and a maximum range of 25% of the total 

number of national users. Around 200 distribution operators exist, some of which hold more than one 

concession agreement. 

All existing concessions are due to expire on 31 December 2030. 
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The review of permits for existing lines has sometimes been required when issues arise regarding 

electromagnetic pollution during the installation of cable lines. The pollution can interfere with local telecom 

lines. Operators of electricity lines have an ongoing duty to maintain fire prevention safety standards. 

Tree maintenance adjacent to lines passing through rural and mountain regions is also important. 

 
3.2.5 Slovenia  

3.2.5.1 Energy supply 

15.233 GWh was delivered to the transmission and distribution system in 2016, which is 1.279 GWh more 

than the previous year, out of which the delivery form the generating plants using renewable sources of 

energy was 5.221 GWh (626 GWh more than in 2015), fossil fuel plans 4.589 GWh (592 GWh more than 

2015), nuclear power plant Krško 5.423 GWh (61 GWh more than 2015). Slovenian power plants produced 

13.030 GWh of electricity, total consumption in Slovenia was 14.173 GWh and was for 1,9% higher in 

comparison to 2015 (Source: Report on the Energy sector in Slovenia for 2016).  

The structure of production is changing, the share of hydroelectric power plants is increasing, and, on the 

other hand, the share of thermal power plants decreased; the share of small producers is slowly 

growing. Domestic production sources covered 88% of consumption in 2016, the country had to import 12% 

of its electricity (source: Report on the Energy sector in Slovenia for 2016) . With the opening of the 

electricity market in 2001, electrical energy became a marketable commodity for industrial consumers in 

Slovenia. Additionally, in 2007, electricity markets have been opened also to households. Tariff customers 

are provided with electricity, in accordance with the tariff system, by distribution companies in the 

framework of the public service of the supply of electricity to tariff customers. 

Electricity users are able to negotiate the price of electricity with several distributors. Different rates of the 

electricity network fee are applied, depending on the voltage level, season (high-middle-low) and overall 

consumption of power. 

 
3.2.5.2 Energy distribution 

In Slovenia, the main electricity producers are organized into two energy pillars: Slovenian Holding of 

power plants, l.l.c. (HSE) and GEN d.o.o. (GEN). Both bring together the main producers of electricity. The 

HSE have joined the Dravske elektrarne Maribor (DEM), Soške elektrarne Nova Gorica (SENG) 

Termoelektrarna Trbovlje (TET) and Termoelektrarna Šoštanj (TEŠ). The GEN energija included plants on 

the lower Sava River (HESS), Savske elektrarne Ljubljana (SEL) Slovenian part of the Nuclear Power Plant 

Krško (NPP) and the Termoelektrarna Brestanica (TEB). In addition, within the company Energetika 

Ljubljana also functions an output unit thermoelectric power cogeneration plant Ljubljana (TE-TOL). The 

Slovenian electrical power system also includes smaller production units of renewable energy sources (RES) 

and combined heat and power (CHP). 

 

Transmission system operator for electricity - ELES, l.l.c. is responsible for reliable transmission of 

electrical energy at voltage levels of 400 kV, 220 kV and 110 kV. Similar to that, distribution system 

operator SODO l.l.c. takes care for reliable distribution of electricity at lower voltage levels, which lead to 

final (household) customers. For reliable and quality supply with electricity for final consumers are 

responsible companies for the distribution of electricity, namely: Elektro Maribor, Elektro Primorska, 

Elektro Ljubljana, Elektro Celje, Elektro Gorenjska. In addition to these energy companies there are also 

number of other suppliers - vendors in a small market. 

 

Energy Directorate ensures the implementation of administrative tasks and measures to achieve energy 

security, increasing energy efficiency and energy saving and increased use of RES. Also, the Directorate 
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supervises public service operators, is involved in drafting the regulations, documents and measures for 

energy supply planning. The tasks are carried out in accordance with applicable regulations, energy concept 

of Slovenia, the National energy development plan and adopted action plans and operational programs. 

Directorate prepares bases and drafts of legislative documents in the field of energy and performs 

professional tasks in formulating and adopting strategic energy policies. It cooperates in formulation of 

European Union energy policy and ensures its implementation in Slovenia. 

 

Energy Agency acts as a regulator of Slovenian energy market. The Agency establishes conditions for the 

development of competitiveness and is ensuring compliance with the requirements for a durable, reliable and 

quality supply. It also directs and controls the energy providers in the field of electricity and natural gas and 

carries out statutory tasks of regulating providers of energy activities in the field of heat and energy gases. 

 

When it comes to smart grids, the European Commission announced on 22nd May 2017 that the Connecting 

Europe Facilities program was funding a smart grids initiatives aiming at connecting the grids of Slovenia 

and Croatia to allow the better usage of renewable sources of energy and their introduction into the power 

grids. The project will integrate several innovative technologies to ensure that grids have the capacity to 

efficiently transmit electricity across the border between the two countries. A new virtual cross-border 

control centre, that makes use of specialist IT infrastructure and software, will also regulate the flow of 

electricity from renewable sources. The project will also ensure that more energy can be generated by 

smaller, local power sources. In addition, it will increase energy storage capacity in the region, so that 

energy generated can be kept in reserve for when it is most needed.  

 

 

3.3 Non-EU Member States  

3.3.1 Liechtenstein  

3.3.1.1 Energy supply 

Even if Liechtenstein is not a member of the European Union (EU), the country decided to adopt the same 

legislation than the other EU members in a couple of sectors, such as electricity. Liechtenstein adopted then 

the regulation brought by the three EU Energy Packages, opening therefore its electricity market.  

 

More specifically, on 15th November 2002, the Energy Market Act entered into force. This law regulates 

production, transmission and distribution and the supply with power. It also includes organization and 

functioning of the electricity sector, the access to the market, criteria and procedures for tendering and 

procurement of permits and the operation of the energy grids. This national Act made the liberalization of 

the electricity market possible; from 1st October 2005, the inhabitants of Liechtenstein can choose their 

electricity supplier freely. 

On the same year, the Government issued the Regulation on the Energy market; purpose of this is to regulate 

access to the power grid, the invoice and supplier change, labeling of electricity and the security of supply. It 

implements the Directive 2003/54/EC of the European Parliament and Council of 26 June 2003 concerning 

common rules of the internal market. 

 

In 2009 the Government of Liechtenstein decided to create a Commission for the energy market composed 

of 5 independent members whose objective is the monitoring of the electricity market and the 

implementation of the legislation on this issue.  
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3.3.1.2 Energy distribution 

Since Liechtenstein is adopting a legislation on electricity and energy that is the same as the one defined by 

the European Union, the country got involved in the promotion of smart grids; this issue becomes even more 

relevant because of the decided liberalization of its electricity market to the competition.  

The Government began in 2012 to implement the first measures towards smart power grids: it decided in 

accordance with the energy supplier LKW to install smart metering devices in each household; these devices 

are meant to exchange data between the consumer and the energy supplier in both directions in order to 

control better the energy consumption. According to the timeline defined with LKW, the company began to 

install the “Smart Meters” in a pilot area in 2012; by the end of 2014, the whole country was equipped with 

the smart metering systems.  

For the implementation of a network of smart power grids, the Government counts on the initiatives taken by 

the electricity suppliers and power grids operators. It also states that electric mobility will have a role to play 

to ensure the transition towards smart grids. 

 
3.3.2 Switzerland  

3.3.2.1 Energy supply 

Switzerland's supply of electricity to end users is secured by approximately 700 companies. Many of the 

electricity works in towns and cities are also responsible for supplying water and gas. In some cantons and 

municipalities, a single vertically integrated company is responsible for these supply tasks, while in other 

cantons a variety of companies share this responsibility. 

Following the decision taken in 2011 by the Federal Council and Parliament to withdraw from nuclear 

energy, Switzerland's electricity supply system will have to undergo major changes. The existing nuclear 

power plants are to be decommissioned when they reach the end of their service life in terms of operational 

safety, and will not be replaced by new ones. In order to guarantee a secure electricity supply, within the 

scope of its new energy strategy for 2050 the Federal Council is focusing on a higher degree of energy 

efficiency, the expansion of renewable sources of energy and, where necessary, electricity production from 

fossil energy, as well as on the renovation, expansion and modification of the country's electricity networks, 

and on promoting energy research and international cooperation in the energy sector. 

 
3.3.2.2 Energy distribution 

In its roadmap published in May 2015 the Swiss Government is highlighting the role of electricity 

distribution in the development of electric mobility in the country. It is stated several times that the 

promotion of electric mobility has to be linked with the promotion of renewable energies (clean energy 

“from well to wheel”). This wish is linked with the development of the “Strategy for Energy 2050” that 

foresees the ban of electricity provided by nuclear power plants in the near future.  

 

But the development of renewable energies has consequences on the distribution network and intensifies the 

fluctuations in the electricity network. Therefore the Swiss Confederation is developing a plan on smart 

grids, because intelligent electricity networks will contribute to a better development and management of the 

global electricity network. The Government is here relying on its administration of the Federal Office for 

Energy that published a roadmap on smart grids. 

 

The Federal Office for Energy published a report on the state of the art and the desired development of smart 

grids in Switzerland in March 2015.  

 A balance between the production and the consumption levels of electricity has to be found.  

 An intelligent management i.e. with TIC tools allows the flexibility of consumption.  
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 In Switzerland the development of smart grids begins with the installation of smart metering systems 

by the final consumers and with the analysis of data provided by the consumers.  

 But the development of smart grids expends the need for new regulatory schemes, especially these 

concerning the protection of personal data. These new schemes have to be standardized throughout 

Switzerland.  

 The public sector has no regulatory power when it comes to the development of smart grids; the State 

intervenes when hurdles hinder a solution that is economically efficient.  

 The standards that are discussed and defined at the international level have to be adopted but adapted 

to the specific Swiss conditions.   

 

 

4. BUSINESS MODELS 

 

4.1 Ecosystem / Operators types 

The Alpine Space counts a lot of E-CS operators, and of mobility operators in general. Each country hosts 

several operators that have various importance and relevance on the market, since some E-CS operators 

operate on a local or regional basis (territorial fragmentation of the market) whereas others are willing to 

develop their activities and to be part of the big European players. Following the presentation of  Mr. Arnaud 

Mora, CEO of French E-CS operator Freshmile, given in Strasbourg during the second e-Moticon seminar 

on 5th July 2017, we can precisely define the tasks of a charging point operator (CPO) and those of an 

electric mobility service provider (EMP):  

 

A charging point operator undertakes the following tasks:  

- A CPO runs a network of charging points and is therefore responsible for its installation and its 

maintenance;  

- The CPO undertakes this technical operation of the E-CS for its own account, and / or on behalf of 

third parties, namely infrastructure owners, either public or private owners;  

o When the E-CS are operated on behalf of third owners, we have to underline the difference 

existing between the E-CS owner and the E-CS operator (or CPO, we assume that both terms 

are synonyms, CPO being the “official designation”), both activities having an impact on the 

effective operation of the charging stations:  

▪ The E-CS owner pays for the installation and the maintenance of the physical 

infrastructure;  

▪ The CPO is responsible for the daily management and supervision of the 

infrastructure, i.e. the technical operation, following a business model that has been 

negotiated with the E-CS owner.  

- The CPO is also responsible for the management of “administrative issues”, such as pricing, billing, 

and roaming.  

 

The electric mobility service provider (EMP) is responsible for selling the mobility products and services, 

meaning that they are directly linked to the end-users, i.e. the EVs’ drivers:  

- The EMPs handle the subscription to the charging service (if it is mandatory), the supply of the 

charging card;  
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- The EMPs provide end-users with relevant information about the E-CS, such as their location, their 

technical status, and ideally in real-time;  

- They provide easy-to-use web and mobile apps to connect to the charging services;  

- They provide client helpdesks (hotline, personal assistance);  

- They collect payments.  

 

In many cases, charging services operators have developped their business model by undertaking both 

activities of a charging point operator and of an electric mobility service provider (such as Freshmile and 

ChargeMap, recently). However, following the statements of the electric mobility stakeholders who were 

invited in Strasbourg for the second e-Moticon seminar, these business models do not present the same 

“entry cost”, since the EMP business model integrates low investment cost (mainly the Internet platform) 

and low margins of the brokering business. On the other hand, entry costs for CPOs are higher, due to the 

acquisition of at least the management duties of a large physical infrastructure as a prerequisite ,but margins 

are also higher. 

 

According to the information provided by all project partners, there are more than 100 active E-CS operators 

that have been listed in the Alpine Space:  

- 6 in Austria  

- 16 in France 

- 59 in Germany 

- 5 in Italy  

- 1 in Liechtenstein  

- 7 in Slovenia  

- At least 8 major operators in Switzerland  

 

As previously said, they do not have the same relevance and cannot be compared from the very beginning, 

because some of the CPOs operate a small network whereas other operators have deployed a robust charging 

infrastructure that is sometimes even transnational; some are specific companies only dedicated to the 

operation of E-CS, whereas others are companies or public works that decided to extend their activities to 

electric mobility: for instance, energy suppliers and OEMs have few years ago decided to create new 

business units dedicated to the promotion of electric mobility. Energy suppliers already operate the power 

grids and have the technical know-how to transfer electricity, whereas OEMs are more and more becoming 

mobility operators; following the evolution of the automotive industry that is defined by the “CASE” 

concept (connected, automated, shared, and electric), OEMs invest in the deployment of charging networks 
and are keen on “selling kilometres and other services” rather than cars only. E.g., German OEMs such as 

BMW are paving the way towards an integrated business model made of selling EVs and deploying the 

corresponding publicly accessible charging infrastructure, with a dedicated platform and access means. 

However, one could underline that OEMs do not share the same strategy towards electric mobility; BMW is 

creating an “exclusive” charging network that is open to its customers only, whereas Porsche, Volkswagen 

and others cooperate in order to install E-CS along motorways and other transport hubs that are accessible to 

anyone. As stated by a project partner during the second e-Moticon seminar, BMW confessed that within ten 

years, the company would make more money by selling new mobility services than by producing cars.  

 

Some of the operators also decide to be part of a network, but the large majority of E-CS operators are on 

their own; some of these operators are private, as others are publicly steered. However, one tendency can be 

highlighted here: more and more municipalities and public actors do not operate charging infrastructure 
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anymore; they still own the E-CS but rather let specialised stakeholders, namely the CPOs, operating their 

charging networks. E.g. the City of Strasbourg has delegated the operation of its E-CS to Freshmile; in 

Switzerland, this roles’ separation went one step further since the municipalities only undertake a 

coordination role, letting the private hand installing, operating and maintaining the charging points; in 

Slovenia, the private energy suppliers have undertaken the installation of the E-CS. And when it comes that 

municipalities (or public authorities in general) operate E-CS, the operated networks are smaller than the 

networks installed and operated by private actors, since the cities focus on their local scale, meaning that the 

private stakeholders are therefore more and more at the forefront for taking the responsibility of deploying a 

robust charging network.  

 

Nonetheless, stating that there are plenty of charging networks is not enough for the following of the e-

Moticon project, since specificities of the project are its transnational perspective and its willing to deploy 

common transnational strategies for the charging of EVs. The key word here is the interoperability, namely 

“the characteristic of a product or system, whose interfaces are completely understood, to work with other 

products or systems, present or future, in either implementation or access, without any restrictions” if we 

refer to the generic definition given by the e-Moticon project partners. In the specific field of electric 

mobility, interoperability refers generally to the interoperability of the charging infrastructure, i.e. the ability 

for the EV driver to charge at different charging points operated by several CPOs even by using only one 

charging access card given by one specific E-CS operator and is to be understood at the technical as well as 

on the systemic levels. In order to achieve interoperability, it is necessary to enable the communication and 

the exchange of data between the Evs and the charging infrastructure.  

 

When it comes to interoperability, we can sketch the following statistics (we focus on the E-CS operators 

that have been identified by the project partners; however, not all quoted E-CS operators’ business models 

have been analysed with a specific template).   

- 5 out of 6 Austrian E-CS operators are interoperable  

- At least 9 out of the 16 French E-CS operators are interoperable  

- 13 out of the 59 E-CS operators active in Germany are interoperable (but all the operators have not 

been analysed);  

- 2 out of the 5 Italian operators are interoperable  

- The main E-CS operator in Liechtenstein (energy supplier) is interoperable  

- The totality of the 7 Slovenian E-CS operators are interoperable  

- All major Swiss E-CS operators are interoperable  

 
One most not forget, however, that there still exist a number of very small E-CS operators (shops or 

hotels…) that operate only one or two E-CS, which are generally free of charge without any interoperability. 

These micro operators have not been included into this study, even though their importance cannot be 

overlooked. Their business model is quite simple : they provide an E-CS free of charge to get E-CS owners 

as customers. 

 

Five levels of interoperability have been pointed out by the project partners during the second e-Moticon 

seminar that was held in Strasbourg on 5th and 6th July 2017. This definition of the five levels of 

interoperability has been accepted by the attending project partners as following and we will use this 

definition for our study (it is related to the “systemic definition” of interoperability, cf. glossary of the e-

Moticon project):  
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- Finding: it does relate to the E-CS mapping (location) services provided by the information 

platforms, but also by the EMPs, CPOs, and sometimes by the roaming platforms;   

- Informing: giving information and preferably real-time details on the status of the E-CS (if free or 

currently used for a charging process, or booked for a certain period if this information can 

technically be given by the platform) and its technical details (number and type(s) of plug(s), 

delivered charging power,  price of the charging process); 

- Reservation: booking of a plug thanks to the app or the website for incoming charging processes  

- Payment: it relates to the different means of payment that are accepted and to the collection of the 

payments and, if necessary, to the distribution of the payments to the corresponding E-CS operator;  

- Roaming: key point here is the access to a “clearing room” since the use of a charging point by an 

user and therefore the billing of the charging process do not necessarily occur at a charging point 

covered by the subscription of the EV driver with a CPO or EMP. Moreover, occasional users are 

also entitiled to access the charging networks without restrictions. The clearing room identifies then 

the CPO that should receive the payment, i.e. the one that operates this specific E-CS. CPOs and 

EMPs are interconnected through “meta-platforms”, namely the roaming platforms.  

 

Roaming is ensured by so-called roaming platforms, which enable EV drivers to charge their vehicles at 

charging points run by different operators – it is similar to the way third-party network operators are used in 

telecommunications. For example, it offers EV drivers cross-operators billing processes, whether via a 

smartphone app, by card, or potentially through vehicle-based identification. These processes are defined by 

the international norm IEC/ISO15118 issued in 2013 that specifies the communication between the EV and 

the charging infrastructure but also provides a general overview and a common understanding of aspects 

influencing the charge process, payment and load levelling.  

 

In the Alpine Space and in Europe, there are various suppliers of roaming platforms that are in competition 

with each other. But more and more, as we will see in part C of the state of the art reports dedicated to the 

charging infrastructure, initiatives launched by several roaming platforms from 2015 onwards foster the 

development of “interroaming” which enables a standardised charging process, making long-distance 

electric mobility an achievable reality. Nonetheless, this evolution towards a barrier-free access to the 

charging infrastructure had been already stated by the Directive 2014/94/EU on the development of an 

alternative fuels infrastructure that foresees the implementation of interoperability and by the previous 

Mandates given by the European Commission to the European standardisation committees CEN and 

CENELEC. For further details, one will look up the corresponding section in the Part C of the state of the art 

report (Part C – Charging infrastructure analysis).  
 

In order to ensure interoperability between the CPOs, EMPs and roaming platforms, it is necessary to adapt 

standardised protocols of data exchange and communication; in Europe, the most used protocol is the Open 

InterCharge Protocol (OICP), used by the roaming platform Hubject for instance, but there are also the Open 

Charge Point Interface (OCPI) and Open Clearing House Protocol (OCHP), used by other interoperability 

stakeholders. All protocols have the same objective: connecting electric mobility stakeholders and 

supporting authorisation, charge point information exchange, transaction details exchange, charge detail 

record exchange and finally, the exchange of smart-charging commands between parties. 

 

In its presentation of the OICP protocol issued in July 2014, German roaming platform Hubject defines the 

objectives assigned to its platform: “The goal of the “Hubject B2B Service Platform (HBS)” is to enable the 
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electric mobility market in Europe by providing an information and transactional gateway for businesses 

such as charging infrastructure providers, mobility service providers and vehicle manufacturers.”  

And the company presents the main functions of the platform: “The enabler functions of the platform 

include:  

- Ensuring the interoperability of the public and semi-public infrastructure through promotion of 

accepted standards within the network and open business user interfaces to the platform;  

- Simplification of authentication and authorization procedures through a trustworthy instance as well 

as safekeeping of sensitive data through the uncoupling of personal data and anonymous user data; 

- Automation of contract-based business relationships between power suppliers, car manufacturers, 

infrastructure service providers as well as further mobility business parties; 

- B2B information services for the realization of advanced services within the areas of energy 

management, traffic management, vehicle reservations, intelligent charging, car sharing and 

intermodal mobility.” 

 

4.2 Assessment of business models  

 
4.2.1 What is a business model?  

Different definitions of the concept of business models have been given over the last years, but all of them 

agree on the fact that a business model, in its most simple definition, is a descriptive model that allows the 

company and the people understanding how the business runs, what a business will and won’t do. Peter 

Drucker’s theory of business relies on a “set of assumptions” about markets; these assumptions deal with the 

identification of customers and of the competitors, with their values and behaviours. These assumptions may 

also be about technology and its dynamics, about the company’s strengths and weaknesses.  

 

However, an effective business model theory has been given by Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur 

(2010) who developed their model at the University of Lausanne; this theory is based on a nine-parts canvas 

that describes the streams and the assets that are needed in order to create profit. We quote here the 

definition of a “business model” given by both authors: “A business model describes the rationale of how an 

organisation [i.e. a company] creates, delivers and captures value” (Business model generation, cf. 

appendix).  

 

The authors focus on the four main areas of a business:  

- The customers 

- The offer 

- The infrastructure 

- The financial viability 

 

These four main areas enable them to construct a canvas composed of the nine following parts; we will 

define the nine parts shortly, after the concepts given by Alexander Osterwalder and then create the visual 

chart of the business model:  

1. The customer segments: these are the different groups of people or organisations that a company 

aims to reach and to serve. The customers are the heart of any business model, that’s why a business 

model has to be carefully designed around a strong understanding of specific customer needs.  

2. The value propositions: these are the bundle of products and services that create value for a specific 

customer segment. The value proposition is the reason why customers choose one company instead 
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of another; the value proposition solves a customer problem and / or satisfies a customer need. The 

values may be quantitative (price, speed of the service) or qualitative (design, customer experience).  

3. Channels: the channels represent how the company communicates with, and reaches its customer 

segments (1.) to deliver a value proposition (2.). Typical channels are communication, sales, and 

distribution channels; they play an important role in the customer experience, they help customers to 

evaluate a value proposition and deliver it to customers.  

4. Customer relationships: these are the types of relationships a company has with specific customer 

segments. They may be driven by these motivations: customer acquisition, customer retention, 

boosting sells.  

5. Revenue streams: these streams are the profit a company generates from each customer segment (1.); 

each revenue stream may have different pricing mechanisms (fixed prices, bargaining, auctioning, 

…). A business model can count two types of revenue streams:  

a. Transaction revenues resulting from one-time customer payments;  

b. Recurring revenues resulting from ongoing payments to either deliver a value proposition to 

customers or provide post-purchase customer support.  

There are different was to generate revenue streams: asset sale, usage fee, subscription fees, 

lending/renting/leasing, licensing, brokerage fees, or advertising.  

6. Key resources: these are the most important assets that are required to make a business model work. 

The key resources allow the company to create and to offer a value proposition, reach markets, 

maintain relationships with customer segments, and earn revenues. Key resources can be physical, 

financial, intellectual, or human; they can be owned, or leased, or acquired from key partners (8.).  

7. Key activities: these are the most important things a company must do to make its business model 

work, to operate successfully; the key activities are required to create and offer a value proposition 

(2.), reach markets, maintain customer relationships (4.) and earn revenues.  

8. Key partnerships: the network of suppliers and partners that make the business model work. 

Companies are eager to create alliances to optimise their business model, reduce risk, or acquire 

resources. There are four types of partnerships:  

a. Strategic alliances between non-competitors 

b. Coopetition (between competitors, on a specific topic) 

c. Joint ventures to develop new businesses  

d. Buyer-supplier relationships to assure reliable supplies.  

9. Cost structure: this refers to all the costs that are incurred to operate a business model, while 

operating under a particular business model; creating and delivering value, maintaining customer 

relationships and generating revenue incur costs. There are two main business model types:  
a. Cost-driven business models: they focus on minimizing the costs wherever possible; using 

low price value propositions and benefiting from extensive outsourcing are main 

characteristics.  

b. Value-driven business models: they focus on value creation. Premium value propositions and 

a high degree of personalised services are the most common characteristics.  

 

Four main blocks of the Business Model Canvas, complying with the four main areas of business previoulsy 

defined, are now identified in the figure: 

• Infrastructure 

• Offering  

• Customers  

• Finances  
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KEY PARTNERS  
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structure 
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They result from value propositions successfully 
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Business model Canvas (after: Osterwalder, Pigneur2010) 

 

We will use the Business model Canvas to summarise the data given in the E-CS, the information platforms 

and the roaming platforms templates created by the project partners in cooperation with the different actors. 

Each of the nine parts of the canvas will have its own chart in order to ease the reading and the analysis of 

the business models. We will then aggregate the information and focus on the recurrences and on the 

differences, to sketch a synthesis and to see if some business models are common to a large number of 

operators.  

 

We will create three main charts, corresponding to the three categories of stakeholders we have identified 

thanks to the templates and the presentations given in Strasbourg during the second e-Moticon seminar:  

- The E-CS operators, i.e. the stakeholders that have relationships with the end-customers;  

- The information platforms;  

- The roaming platforms. 
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4.2.2 Charts for the E-CS operators 

 
Country Austria France Germany Italy Slovenia Switzerland Alpine Space (total) 

Number of filled in E-CS 
operator templates  

6 13 20 5 6 4 54 
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Infrastructure blocks:  
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E-CS operators: Key activities
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Concerning the key activities undertaken by the E-CS operators in the Alpine Space, it is not suprising to state that the large majority, and in some 

countries, the totality of the identified operators, install charging networks, independently from the size and the type of the network (normal-

charging, fast-charging…); for instance, all the Swiss (4) and Slovenian (6) E-CS operators that have been identified and analysed by the project 

partners install E-CS; in the other countries, the installation of charging points do not belong to the core activities of the stakeholders.  

Besides the installation of the infrastructure, the E-CS operators also undertake, quite logically, the technical operation of the E-CS, might be for 

their own, as it is the most spread business model, but also on behalf of third parties, i.e. the owners of the charging points; the latters are private 

companies that are willing to allow their workers charging at the workplace, municipalities, and, more rarely, other E-CS operators.   

 

When it comes to the other core activities, one could underline that a bit less than half of the 54 E-CS operators of the Alpine Space, namely 23 of 

them, are at the same time energy providers, and mostly electricity suppliers. It is relevant to note that the (local or regional) energy suppliers play a 

key role in some countries for the deployment of the charging infrastructure, and especially in Germany (7) , Slovenia (5) , and France (8).  

However, in the Alpine Space, besides the technical operation of the E-CS, the most shared key activity undertaken by a majority of stakeholders is 

the supplying of services, since 48 out of the 54 analysed E-CS operators are at the same time service providers; among the services provided by the 

latters, we can quote the management of web platforms enabling the operation of charging points, the commercialisation of the charging service, the 

supply of energy services (typically related to the energy suppliers), such as the allocation of power from renewable sources of energy, consultancy 

activities on behalf of municipalities and companies willing to deploy a charging network, the supply of access cards for the charging at the E-CS, 

or the management of EVs fleets.  

 

The other activities identified in the chart are specific to a limited number of E-CS operators, according to their type of organisation and their key 

objectives.  
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E-CS operators: Key resources
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Nearly all E-CS operators of the Alpine Space share the same key resources: IT tools such as websites, smartphones’ apps, servers for the  loading 

and the exchange of data for 48 of them (out of 54), 41 have printed/created access means to the charging points that are delivered to the registered 

customers of the operators (RFID cards, prepaid cards, sometimes NFC keys), and of course, a physical charging infrastructure, composed of the 

owned E-CS and of the E-CS owned by third parties but which delegated the operation of the charging points to the specialised operators. In order 

to be visible and to maintain a quality service, 37 E-CS operators have created a specific service dedicated to the mapping of the charging network, 

giving details about the technical profile of the E-CS but also about their current status; this tool is crucial to establish a long-term customer 

relationship with the end-users, i.e. the EVs drivers. Some resources are specific to a certain type of operators that have other business units, such as 

power grids for the energy suppliers, and fleets of EVs for the car-sharing operators.  
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E-CS operators: Key partners
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When we consider this chart, it is relatively easy to identify the key partners of the E-CS operators in the Alpine Space: first of all, a lot of E-CS 

operators (29 out of 54) have signed agreements with roaming platforms, either from their country or European ones; 23 E-CS operators have 

developed partnerships with other E-CS operators; 17 with mobility providers; 9 with information platforms, especially in Slovenia (all Slovenian 

operators). These different partnerships with other stakeholders involved in the electric mobility sector at different levels of the “value chain” have 

been signed with the objective to maximise the visibility and the openness of the charging neworks, making easier for the operators to gain new 

customers and new business opportunities, since making its network more visible on the Internet and the E-CS mapping platforms, openning its 

network and making it interoperable allows new EV drivers to charge and to pay for the charging service.  

 

Other partnerships have been agreed with “ad hoc” stakeholders, such as municipalities and companies, following the customer segments, the 

potential investors and creators of the E-CS operating company and sometimes following the local conditions to deploy a charging network. In 

France and Austria, but also in Switzerland and Slovenia, some E-CS operators cooperate with energy suppliers in order to connect the charging 

network to the local power grids and to ensure the security of the electricity supply to the EVs.  

 

Not to forget are the E-CS operators without key partners, i.e. operating their networks alone; 7 E-CS operators have been identified in the Alpine 

Space (2 in Italy, 2 in Slovenia and 3 in Germany).  
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Offering block:   

E-CS operators: Value propositions
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Why would an EV driver subscribe to the commercial offer of this particular E-CS operator rather than to another of a competitor? This central 

question needs to be answered by the E-CS operators if they want to gain new customers and make profit. The E-CS operators have sketched value 

propositions that allow them to be distinguished from their competitors and that are supposed to attract the end-users. Among these value 

propositions, the most important ones are related to the quality and the extension of the charging network; either the network are deployed on a local 

or regional basis, in order to answer to the charging needs of a population that lives and works in this well-delimited area, such as in Italy, France, 

Slovenia and Germany to a lesser extent; or the networks are deployed on a broader basis, i.e. national or even European, like the German, Swiss 

and some French networks, allowing travellers to charge during long-distance journeys without being afraid on the non-compatibility of the 

charging offer with their charging service subscription.  

 

When it comes to avoiding the non-compatibility of the charging offer, 26 E-CS operators of the Alpine Space spotlight the fact that their networks 

are connected to roaming platforms and are therefore interoperable with other E-CS operators, making the charging and the billing easier for them 

and for the EV drivers. This value proposition is the most shared value proposition among all the E-CS operators of the Alpine Space. This is linked 

with the concern of visibility and openness of the networks that we have analysed above.  

 

The other value propositions are linked with some specificities of the charging infrastructure, for instance with the charging power delivered by the 

charging points, and especially when the E-CS deliver a high charging power (like in France, Switzerland, and in Germany), or when the E-CS are 

located near major transport hubs, such as motorways (in France and Germany) or tunnels (Switzerland), or with the “quality” of the electricity 

supplied for the E-CS, i.e. when the E-CS deliver electricity produced thanks to renewable sources of energy (in Austria, Slovenia, and 

Switzerland).  

 

Finally, another value proposition that allows the distinction with the other charging networks is the free charging at the E-CS of the network; not all 

the E-CS operators have adopted this business model, but 13 operators of all the Alpine Space countries, excepted Switzerland, have chosen to grant 

a free charging to their charging points. This business model can be motivated by the concern of promoting electric mobility in the country, and also 

exists when the E-CS are installed on publicly accessible parking lots, the EV driver having to pay the park costs only.  However, in France, some 

local charging networks are free but only a certain period of time, at the beginning of their operation, before being charged.  
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Customers blocks:  
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The E-CS operators of the Alpine Space have multiplied the means to enter and to stay in contact with the end-users and with new customers; first 

of all, in order to reassure the EV drivers and to face possible misfunctioning of the charging process, the E-CS operators monitor hotlines; most of 

the time, the personal assistance is operated in-house and is not outsourced. Nearly all E-CS operators, precisely 40 out of 54 of them, of each 

Alpine Space country have their own hotline. As Mr. Yoann Nussbaumer, CEO of ChargeMap, said during the second e-Moticon seminar in front 

of the project partners, monitoring a hotline is a challenge for a charging service operator, since the workers have to be trained, should ideally speak 

several languages to answer to foreign clients, and this hotline service should cover an important range of time, ideally 24/7. This is a cost for the 

company but this is the price to pay for the continuity of the charging service.  

 

What could be linked with the hotline is the introduction of another personal assistance service, being the location of the E-CS and the questioning 

of their status in real-time, to know if the charging point is free or currently charging another EV; 33 E-CS operators of the Alpine Space are 

equipped with this functionality, namely all the Swiss and Austrian operators, five French operators, 12 German, and two Italian. Four E-CS 

operators opened another functionality to their service, namely the booking of an E-CS for an upcoming charging session; this relatively new 

functionality is proposed by two Swiss operators, a French one and a Slovenian one.  

 

When an EV driver is facing a charging station, several options are proposed by the E-CS operators:  

- 29 E-CS operators link the charging process with a mandatory registration to their charging services, but it does not mean that the 

registration is financially charged; the EV driver has to create an account to be identified more easily by the operator; mandatory registration 

is more frequent in Austria, Germany, and Italy, sometimes in France.  

- 19 E-CS operators do not make registration mandatory, which allows any user to charge at their stations and to be charged according the 

pay-per-use scheme. Of course, users can register to the charging service, and this become financially more interesting if they have to tank 

electricity often since some operators do not apply the same pricing mechanisms for long-term and for occasional customers; the pay-per-use 

scheme is more frequent in France, Switzerland, for some German operators, and in Slovenia.  

- 5 E-CS operators are granting a free access to their charging networks, without any registration and without distinction between occasional 

and regular users. 2 Slovenian, 2 German and one French operators have chosen this relation with their customers.  

- However, four charging networks in the Alpine Space (one French, one Austrian and two German ones) can be considered as “exclusive” 

networks since it is possible to charge only if the driver drives the “good EV”, namely a TESLA car in Germany or Austria (bu t also in the 

other countries), a BMW I in Germany or a car belonging to the Bolloré’s car-sharing network in France.  
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Even if the EV drivers have to register to the charging services of E-CS operators, it does not necessarily mean that the charging process is charged; 

14 E-CS operators have indeed decided to grant a free charging at their charging stations. It is possible to charge his EV for free at five out of the six 

Slovenian networks, two out of the five Italian ones, three French, three German and one Austrian networks. Sometimes, the charging is free but the 

EV driver has to pay the park costs when the E-CS are located on parking lots.  
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E-CS operators: Channels
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When it comes to the channels, i.e. the communication or relation means used by the E-CS operators to stay in contact with the end-users 

(physically or not), we can find the same patterns in the Alpine Space countries:  

- The hotline, as previously mentioned, is used by nearly all E-CS operators;  

- The ITC tools are also privileged by 39 operators, allowing the EV drivers to get information about the charging service, and to use the 

functionalities contained in the smartphone app (location of the E-CS, paying the charging session, sometimes booking of the E-CS).  

- For the E-CS operators that make the registration mandatory or voluntary, the subscription can be also seen as a channel between the 

operator and the end-users (35 operators taken into consideration);   

- Finally, access means to the charging service, such as RFID and other charging cards, or NFC keys, can also be seen as channels that link the 

E-CS operator and the EV drivers. 39 operators have introduced such access means for their customers.  
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E-CS operators: Customers' segments
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When one focuses on this chart, it is easy to see that the large majority of the E-CS operators’ customers are first of all individuals (private users) 

for 47 of the Alpine Space’s CPO, then private companies and municipalities (42 operators for both customer segments). The rest of the customers 

segments concern only a very limited number of E-CS operators; e.g., operators of vehicles fleets are the customers of three operators (two in Italy, 

one in Germany); the “exclusive” charging networks that we previously mentioned match with “exclusive” or “captive” end-users (the three same 

networks are concerned).  
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Finances blocks:  

E-CS operators: Revenues streams
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Not all E-CS operators of the Alpine Space share the same pricing mechanisms for the charging service; in fact, four main mechanisms could be 

sketched from the information given by the project partners in the templates (cf. appendix):  

- 24 E-CS operators charge the EV drivers through a so-called “pay-per-use” mechanism which is based on the time spent at the charging 

point, the price per hour (or per minutes, depending on the conditions) being defined by the operator. This pricing mechanism is widely 

spread in Germany, France, and Switzerland, less in Austria or in Italy.  

- 16 operators have chosen to charge their customers following a double pricing mechanism: after the charged subscription to the charging 

service through a fixed cost per month, the EV drivers pay the charging on a time-based cost. Eight German, six French and two Swiss 

operators have adopted this pricing method.  

- The third pricing mechanism is to be found in all countries of the Alpine Space, France excepted: the standardised billing through a contract; 

here, the E-CS operator gives the opportunity to the EV drivers to register to a fixed contract or to choose a contract among different 

commercial offers (6 E-CS operators are offering this option) that suits the best his needs of charging sessions over a month; this opportunity 

is logically given to the registered customers only who benefit from a “supply and costs security” vis-à-vis the E-CS operator.  

- The last option, but the less repeating one, is the kWh-based billing, which means that the E-CS operators charge the EV drivers on their 

electricity consumption, either on a pay-per-use basis or calculated over a longer period of time. This pricing mean can be found with two 

Austrian and three German E-CS operators.  

 

The other revenue streams depend on the other activities undertaken by the E-CS operators: some operators are also suppliers of E-CS or resellers of 

electric mobility goods (in Italy, Germany, and France), the 23 energy suppliers we have identified make also profit thanks to the supply of 

electricity and other energy sources (gas, oil), we have also identified one French parking lots’ operator that is also involved as E-CS operator.  

 

The last revenue streams that we can focus on are related to the specificity of the E-CS operation: one Italian operator earns money by allowing 

advertisements on its E-CS (in counterpart, this operator installs the E-CS for free), three German operators charge their registered customers with 

so-called “activation costs” in order to access the charging service; one French and one Swiss operators allow their customers to book E-CS for 

future charging sessions, but this functionality is financially charged.  
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E-CS operators: Cost structure
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Nearly all E-CS operators of the Alpine Space share the same cost structure, composed of five main topics: 52 operators have to face IT costs that 

cover the creation and the maintenance of the website, the app and all the IT functionalities (may be on the E-CS); the human resources costs for 50 

operators, that do not only cover the hotline and personal assistance but also the installation, and maintenance of the E-CS; the latter is also an 

important part of the costs for 38 E-CS operators, if they are willing to operate in a long-term perspective. Besides the maintenance of the existing 

charging networks, some E-CS operators do not consider that they have deployed the charging network they can operate and are keen on installing 

new E-CS in the future; the acquisition of new E-CS represents a cost share for 44 E-CS operators. Finally, with the aim of maximising the visibility 

and the openness of their charging infrastructure, 29 E-CS operators from all Alpine Space countries have signed agreements with roaming 

platforms but the signature of these agreements is financially charged, the costs covering the access to and the exchange of data with the other E-CS 

operators and electric mobility service providers and the management of the billing and payment transactions by the roaming platform.  
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4.2.3 Charts for the roaming and information platforms  

 
Countries Austria France Germany Italy Slovenia Alpine Space (total) 

Number of Information platforms templates 1 1 10 2 4 18 

Number of Roaming platforms templates 2 2 1 1 0 7 
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Infrastructure blocks:  
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Information platforms: Key activities
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First comment we could make about the key activities of the information platforms of the Alpine Space countries is that the Italian and Slovenian 

information platforms undertake a wider range of activities than the Austrian, French, German and Swiss ones; the latters, but so do the Italian and 

Slovenian platforms too, focus on the “traditional” activities of an information platform: mapping of the E-CS (18 platforms), giving technical 

information about the E-CS, and giving the status of the charging points, i.e. free or booked, in real-time (15 platforms).  

 

Other platforms offer new functionalities, such as a route finder allowing the EV driver to find the next E-CS that is the closest to his current 

position or to navigate him to a specific E-CS; only three platforms (one Austrian, one French and one Italian) have developped this tool. A very 

innovative functionality has been developped by a German information platform, namely forecasting the upcoming usage of the charging points. 

Other functionalities such as the payment of the charging sessions (12 platforms) and the booking of the E-CS (5 platforms) are developped, 

especially in Germany, Italy and Slovenia.  

 

Nonetheless, some information platforms do not only focus on the communication of information about E-CS, as they also undertake the activities 

of E-CS operators, i.e. the technical operation of the infrastructure, its operation and maintenance; four German platforms, two Italian and three 

Slovenian ones have created this business unit, providing a mastered information along the whole value chain of the EV charging.  

 

Even if we will present it in the corresponding section about the customers blocks, two information platforms, a French one and an Austrian one, 

have developped an innovative platform, as it cares about the gathering of a real community of EV drivers around Europe and even around the 

world; interactions between the users and the platform are favoured, such as the rating of the E-CS, the help provided by the users to map new 

charging points and to give details about them…  
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Information platforms: Key resources
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To be able to provide information about the publicly accessible E-CS to the EV drivers, it is logical to underline that the key resources of the 

information platforms are the E-CS, either their own in some cases, i.e. for the information platforms that are at the same time E-CS operators (two 

in Italy and four in Slovenia) but in a large majority the E-CS of third parties, i.e. the E-CS owners and operators.  

 

Another important tool is the creation of a website and / or an application for smartphones to allow the EV drivers mapping and finding the E-CS 

where they can charge and at which price. All listed information platforms of the Alpine Space display such an IT tool. However, less information 

platforms have developped their own software in-house (7 platforms in total, but at least one in each country), meaning that some platforms depend 

on the supply of software specialists to be able to run their platform. Seven platforms have also set up another tool to strengthen their relations to the 

platforms’ users with a hotline (or an equivalent personal assistance tool) and to help the EV drivers in case of misfunctioning.  

 

For both information platforms that seek to gather a community of EV drivers we evoked, one could underline that this community of EV drivers is 

also a key resource for both platforms, since they help to map the E-CS, give details about these, and also interact by rating, commenting and 

exchanging information with the other users, or even by taking pictures of the charging stations to enrich the content of the website.  

 

The other key resources, i.e. the access means to the E-CS (such as RFID cards, NFC keys) and the power grids, are key resources for information 

platforms that are respectively also e-mobility service providers or E-CS operators, as we saw in the previous chart, and energy suppliers (in 

Slovenia).  
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Information platforms: Key partners
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Aside from the four Slovenian and from one Italian information platforms, the majority of them have built partnerships with stakeholders that are, 

quite logically, also active in the field of electric mobility, such as E-CS operators (3 platforms), and other information platforms (3 platforms) to be 

able to cross-check the information published online and to have access to new data, with navigation systems (also 3 platforms) to be able to display 

the information of the online platform in the EVs and to strengthen the visibility of this latter; more rarely, information platforms cooperate with 

roaming platforms (2), OEMs (3) , or energy suppliers (1) and E-CS suppliers (1), as it is linked with the specific strategy of each information 

platform.  

 

As it was already the case for the E-CS operators, the main care of these partnerships is to maximise the visibility and the openness of the platforms, 

to show that the information provided online are the most relevant and of the best utility for the EV drivers.  
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Roaming platforms:  
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Roaming platforms: Key activities
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The project partners have identified seven roaming platforms coming from only four countries of the Alpine Space: Austria, France, Germany, and 

Italy. Over these seven platforms, it appears in the chart above that two blocks could be sketched, namely a block around the French and German 

roaming platforms, and a block with the Austrian and Italian stakeholders, since the latters undertake less activities and focus on enabling roaming 

and on the management and the exchange of data coming from the charging stations and the EV drivers. As stated, the French and German 

platforms undertake a wider range of functionalities, such as the mapping and the booking of the E-CS (1 platform in each country), the 

management of the authentification and of the payment (on behalf of the operators), but also the remuneration of the E-CS operators (so does one 

Austrian platform).  

 

A couple of roaming platforms have developped other business units that do not necessarily comply with the operation of a roaming platform for 

electric mobility; e.g., a French platform is at the same time operator of a charging network and took therefore the responsibility of installing this 

network; an Italian platform supplies at the same time energy services, whereas an Austrian platform is also a provider of software solutions.  
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Roaming platforms: Key resources
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Nearly all roaming platforms have the same key resources, and resources that we can consider to be the most important are the agreements signed 

between the roaming platforms and the E-CS operators, since these only grant the access for the first ones to the data of the latters, but also allow 

the E-CS operators to be paid thanks to transaction agreements negotiated with the platforms. Logically, second key resource that is acknowledged 

as so by all platforms is the creation of a online platform (may be a website or an app) and the acquisition of servers, or the operation of in-house 

software applications (like one Austrian and one French operators) to serve as meeting interface between the charging point operators, electric 

mobility service providers and other stakeholders that could find an interest to be connected to the roaming platform.  

 

Following the signature of agreements and the creation of a digital interface, third key resource are the data that are saved and exchanged; these data 

come either from the operation of the charging stations or from the EV drivers and allow the roaming platform to manage the administrative issues 

such as transferring the money from the electric mobility service provider to the E-CS operator that needs to be paid.  

 

Some roaming platforms have multiplied agreements with other stakeholders, such as other roaming platforms and energy providers, to ease the 

interactions between the E-CS operators and the electric mobility service providers, since all of them are not connected to the same platforms. We 

will see in the Part C of this report dedicated to the analysis of the charging infrastructure, that this tendency for roaming platform to sign 

agreements with other roaming platforms is described as “interroaming”. We can here give the exemple of German platform Hubject that launched 

this initiative in 2015 with the French platform GIREVE and three other European platforms.  
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Roaming platforms: Key partners
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Following what we just saw when it comes to the key resources, i.e. that one the most key resources of the roaming platforms are the agreements 

that they sign with stakeholders of the electric mobility sector, it is not surprising to state that key partners of the roaming platforms are E-CS 

operators for five platforms, other roaming platforms for the same three that sign agreements (see chart of the key resources). Some roaming 

platforms have developped partnerships with specific stakeholders, such as energy suppliers for three of them, OEMs for a French platform, E-CS 

suppliers or an association that represents the interests of the electric mobility sector in Austria. To be also stated is that the Italian roaming platform 

is acting alone and doesn’t have sought strategic partnerships.  
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Offering block:   
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Information platforms: Value proposition
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As it is the case for the E-CS operators, information platforms building their business model should answer to the central question: “what does my 

platform bring more to the EV drivers than the others’ ones?” Key challenge is proving that “my” platform is the one delivering the highest amount 

of information about charging stations with the most accurate relevance.  

 

Considering the related chart, we can state that nearly all information platforms of the Alpine Space that are used by the EV drivers showcase two 

main arguments, namely making charging easier thanks to the location, payment, and / or booking functionalities we just mentioned above, and 

promoting electric mobility by providing environmental and budget reasons that would convince people using EVs.  

 

One platform specifically has developped an “innovative” concept, namely the French platform ChargeMap, that should not only be viewed from a 

“top-down” perspective, i.e. by the platform that only provides information to a “passive” user (or customer), but also from a “bottom-up 

perspective”, because the users are now helpers and members of a large community of EV drivers that can rate, exchange tips, enrich the content of 

the website and communicate directly with the platform. Moreover, information platforms often cooperate with E-CS operators; these partnerships 

can be seen as “win-win situations”, since the platform enriches its content and the E-CS operators and their networks become more visible. This 

value proposition is the second part of the business model of the information platforms, that should not only target the users (we mean the EV 

drivers), but also the information providers as customers (cf. related charts below).  

 

The other value propositions that are mentioned comply then with specific activities of the information platforms, such as the installation and the 

management of E-CS networks (seven platforms are considered for this, especially the Slovenian platforms).  

 

By considering the templates, one could state that the amount of platforms that have been identified (and that might not reflect all that are active in 

the Alpine Space) is related to an issue that is also shared by the E-CS operators, namely that not all platforms are willing, or don’t have the ability, 

to become national or European stakeholders, but rather focus on a sub-national perspective. This is the case for some German and Slovenian 

platforms. Being the information platform of a local E-CS operator, linguistic hurdles, or the will to be the platform dedicated to one specific area 

can explain the choice of the geographical coverage, hence a value proposition that complies to this specific business environment.   
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Roaming platforms: Value proposition
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Excepted one French and one Austrian roaming platforms, all roaming stakeholders share three main value propositions that are the same as the 

ones of the information platforms we just commented: making charging easier for the EV drivers, promoting electric mobility, and allowing E-CS 

operators making their charging networks more visible through the roaming and interoperability agreements that are signed.  

Both Austrian and French roaming platforms we mentioned decided to have a broader portfolio of value propositions, especially when it comes to 

the easing of the interactions between the roaming operator and its key partners (E-CS operators, electric mobility service providers above all), and 

this on two main levels: the management of the access to the E-CS and of the billing of the charging process on one hand, the access to the data and 

their management on the other hand (as we mentioned previously, data are among the most important resources for a roaming operator).  
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Customers blocks:  
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Because of the acknowledged objectives of the information platforms that have just been mentioned, precisely the promotion of electric mobility 

and the easing of the charging for EV drivers, the relationships could be less seen as some between platforms and customers but rather between 

platforms and users, meaning that the latters are more rarely financially tied to the first ones; this can be stated since the big majority of the 

information platforms of the Alpine Space (16 of them exactly) grant a free acess to their websites and apps, even to internal combustion engines’ 

drivers that could be interested to shift to electric mobility; among all the platforms, eight of them have a registration functionality but this one is 

free, underlining that the information platforms do not seek to restrict their content to exclusive users. Only one Slovenian platform charges the 

subscription to its service.  

 

Besides these ties between the users and the platforms, we will here again mention the community building sought by two platforms (one Austrian 

and one French) meaning that the users cooperate with and help the platforms to map new E-CS, to find out their technical details, to post pictures 

of the charging stations and some can even comment and rate their charging processes, making the platform a collaborative interface which 

considers the EV drivers as stakeholders of the electric mobility environment that are as important as E-CS operators and EMPs.  

 

Finally, seven platforms have created personal assistance tools to strenghthen the interactions with the users in case of misfunctioning, stating that 

the platforms do not only run websites and servers providing neutral information, but take care of “normalising” the relationships and of retaining 

the community of users.  
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Information platforms: Channels
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Only three main channels have been identified that keep ties between the platforms and the users, following the information provided by the project 

partners: the most used tool is the website (or the app), developped by all information platforms of the Alpine Space; for the information platforms 

that are also E-CS operators at the same time, user identification systems and E-CS (owned or operated on behalf of third parties), are also ways of 

maintaining contact with the users.  
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Information platforms: Customer segments
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The big majority of the information platforms, since they are open to everyone and can be accessed without specific registration in most of the case, 

has to deal with a wide range of customers segments, from individuals (10 platforms), to companies (9), municipalities (9) and electric mobility 

stakeholders (E-CS operators for 9 of them, E-CS owners for 8 platforms, energy suppliers in Slovenia specifically, one German platform counts an 

EMP as a customer). The latters do not really use the information platform as the others do, since they provide information instead of searching for 

some as individuals would do but they can still be considered as customers because of the commercial ties that have been agreed with the platforms 

in order to be visible on the website.  

 

One could assume that information platforms are seeking to cover all possible segments of the market, meaning that they are willing to reach the 

exhaustiveness of the market.  
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For the roaming platforms:  
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Roaming platforms do not maintain the same commercial relationships as the information platforms do, specifically because of the customers they 

target; the latters are private companies rather than individuals (cf. chart below) which explains that roaming platforms are more willing to sign B2B 

agreements and to grant the access to their platforms through a mandatory registration, as both French and the Italian platforms do. These 

agreements, that are introduced by one French and the German platforms, grant also the revenues of the platforms as we will see below. A 

comparable business model has been adopted by one Austrian platform that supplies software solutions for the management of servers to its 

customers, i.e. the E-CS operators and other electric mobility stakeholders.  

 

Noticeable is that both Austrian and that the Italian platforms allow temporary users to access to their websites without subscription; however, 

concerning the Austrian platforms, the end-users have to contract commercial agreements with the roaming platforms’ partners, i.e. the E-CS 

operators and electric mobility service providers, the latters deciding which services would be supplied and allowing the firsts to access the charging 

points. This mechanism seems to be specific to the Austrian roaming platforms.  
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Roaming platforms: Channels
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As all the other stakeholders, the most common channel to come into connection with the customers is the website (or the app) since all roaming 

platforms of the Alpine Space have developped IT tools (one Austrian platform is connected through a third party’s website but this is a unicum). 

The other channels are related to the commercial ties that the roaming platforms are willing to maintain with their partners, i.e. B2B agreements and 

commercial offers (seven platforms in total), the supply of access cards to the charging network for one of the French platforms that is E-CS 

operator at the same time, and a hotline dedicated to the personal assistance of the customers and partners that has been set by three platforms (in 

Italy, France, and Germany).  
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Roa ming pla tforms: Custome r se gme nts
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As previously said, the customers of the roaming platforms are less individuals (i.e. EV drivers) as it is the case for the E-CS operators and the 

information platforms, but are rather specialised private companies, above all companies that are involved in the electric mobility industry and that 

have an interest to contract with roaming platforms such as E-CS operators and electric mobility service providers that are the “logical” customers 

of both French, of the German, and of one Austrian platforms since the objective here is to maximise the openness and the visibility of the charging 

networks; one Austrian platform counts other roaming platforms as its customers, since it sells software systems for the management of electric 

mobility services.  

 

This chart however shows that the French and Austrian platforms are targetting more customers segments than the German and Italian ones that 

have decided to focus on some segments, namely the individuals and the municipalities for the Italian one, but because of the other activities that are 

undertaken by this platform and that do not comply with the roaming market only; OEMs and fleet operators for the German (and one French) 

platforms since an access to the main European charging networks can be granted this way, which allows them to extend the geographical coverage 

of their activities.   
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Finances blocks:  
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The revenue streams of the information platforms are very diverse and we cannot talk of an homogeneous trend in the Alpine Space; since a lot of 

information platforms undertake several activities within different business units, they multiply the possible streams of revenues but some activities 

are specific to a couple of platforms or to the platforms of one country, for instance Slovenia or Austria.  

 

However, the most shared activity that generates cash flow is the operation of E-CS for seven platforms from Germany, Italy and Slovenia, followed 

by related activities, such as the marketing of charging cards (four platforms) and the marketing of electric mobility services (two platforms, from 

Italy and France). The B2B contracts that are signed between the information platforms and its partners and customers are also a source of revenues, 

especially for three German and one French platforms.  

 

Two platforms, namely the French and a German one, also grow their business thanks to the data that are one of their key resources; the analysis 

and the exchange of data to the customers and partners can represent an important revenue share; moreover, the customers and partners are 

dependent from the information platforms for the acquisition of the data, putting the latters in a price-maker position.  

 

The other revenue streams comply with the other specific activities of the information platforms, such as the supply of E-CS (one Slovenian 

platform), the energy supply (two Slovenian platforms), the marketing of soft- and hardware solutions (one German and one Slovenian platforms 

are concerned), or the publishing of advertisements on the information platform’s website (it is the case for one Austrian platform). The French 

platform, in order to launch its activities, had to rely on fund raising at the beginning of its lifetime.  

 

But when it comes to the revenue streams, not to forget are the fewer information platform that are not seeking of making money from their 

activities; at least two platforms, one German and one Slovenian, present themselves as non-profit organisations, meaning that they run their 

activities free of charge; in order to maintain their activities, the German platforms count on voluntary donations from the end-users, the Slovenian 

one not precising how it maintained the activity running.  
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The agreements signed between the roaming platforms and the platforms’ partners and customers (E-CS operators, and other stakeholders) are the 

main revenue stream in the Alpine Space, as four platforms are concerned; these agreements are indeed the basis of the business model of the 

roaming platforms; a related revenue stream, but that occurs only with one French platform, is the charged registration to the website and the 

charged access to the database. The other platforms grant a free access and a free communication of the data.  

 

The other revenue streams that are represented in the chart above do only match with one platform at a time, meaning that they comply with specific 

secondary activities of the roaming platforms, such as the operation of E-CS for one French platform, the supply of charging service for one Italian 

platform, and the sales of software for one Austrian platform.  

 

As it was the case when discussing the revenue streams of the other stakeholders, one should not forget that one Austrian roaming platform has been 

created as a non-profit organisation, meaning that it runs its activities free of charge for the customers and partners.  
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Informa tion pla tforms: Cost struc ture
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As it is the case for the E-CS operators, “logical” and unavoidable costs for the information platforms are the human resources and IT costs (18 

platforms for both cases) since these costs allow the activities running.  

The other costs that are presented in this chart concern specific costs that are matching with the specific secundary activities of the information 

platforms, such as the maintenance of the power grids for two platforms that are at the same time energy providers, and the maintenance and 

acquisition of E-CS for all Slovenian and Italian platforms, because of their related operation of charging networks.  

 

One French and one Italian platforms share specific costs, namely the connection to roaming operators by signing B2B agreements with the latters. 

This could be seen as a “strategic choice” that enables the information platforms to be more visible and to gain more customers  in the end, since 

contracting these agreements remove the existing hurdles with the other stakeholders of the electric mobility market (easier and faster 

communication of the data and of the management of the administrative issues such as billing and pricing).  
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The cost strucure of the roaming platforms is less diverse than the one of the information platforms; two main cost items are shared with the other 

stakeholders, namely the HR and the IT costs. One French platform, which is an E-CS operator at the same time, has to face specific costs that are 

the maintenance of the charging infrastructure and the acquisition of new E-CS for the future deployment of the network. All in all, the cost 

structure of the roaming platforms in the Alpine Space is very simple, these costs being unavoidable to run a business.       
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5. CONCLUSION 

Several types of stakeholders, undertaking different activities in the field of electric mobility, but also 

playing a relevant role along the electric mobility supply and value chains, have emerged over the last past 

years. Among charging service operators, we can distinguish between the “charging point operators” (CPOs, 

also known as “E-CS operators”) that are responsible for the technical operation of a charging network, 

either for its own or on behalf of third parties, i.e. the owners of the charging infrastructure, but the CPOs are 

also responsible for the management of the pricing, billing and roaming issues; if the CPO operates a 

network on behalf of a third party, it follows the business model negotiated with the E-CS owner, that 

delegates the technical operation of the charging points. If the CPO operates on its own, the CPO is 

responsible for the creation of its own business model. The second stakeholder involved in the operation of 

the charging service is the so-called “electric mobility service provider” (EMP) which sells products and 

services, provides information to the end-users, manages the subscription to its charging service, but also 

collects payments and runs a personal assistance tool. Sometimes, both charging service operation activities 

(CPO and EMP) are undertaken by the same company. But both activities cannot be compared, since entry 

costs and margins are not the same: in the case of the E-CS operation, entry costs and margins are high, 

whereas it is the contrary for the EMP’s activities.  

 

Even within all CPOs and all EMPs of the Alpine Space, we have underlined a relatively high heterogeneity, 

in terms of size of the charging networks and their geographical coverage: some operators run a local or 

regional charging network, whereas others are keen on expanding their networks on a national basis; in 

terms of power delivered by the charging infrastructure, we can highlight that the little networks are more 

keen on delivering a lower charging power, comprised between 3.7kW up to 22kW most of the time, than 

the big charging networks that at least enable the EV drivers to charge at 22kW and that seek now to install 

“ultra-fast” charging E-CS up to 350kW (this tendency emerges only).  

When it comes to the specific issue of the charging power, one could state, after analysing the business 

models of the numerous charging service operators of the Alpine Space, that the more power the network is 

delivering, the more it occurs that the operator is a specialised private company (CPO) and not a public-

steered one; municipalities and other public bodies that run a charging network are more keen on installing 

charging points delivering a low-charging power because of the limited geographical coverage of the 

network. Private operators are installing E-CS with higher charging power, and most of the time with a 

broader geographical coverage, since they have to bill a sufficient number of customers per day to maintain 

their business with higer prices due to the electricity consumed over a charging session; a low-charging 

power would also not allow enough turnover among the customers. Nonetheless, we state a tendency 

initiated by municipalities and other public bodies towards the delegation of the operation of the E-CS to 

private operators.  

 

Between both “extreme” models that are opposing, we could see in the middle the operation of regional 

charging networks delivering a normal charging power, so around 22kW, operated by charging service 

operators whose activities and businesses are growing, such as the networks deployed by the energy 

syndicates in France and energy suppliers in the other Alpine Space countries. There are discrepancies too 

when it comes to the “business environment” of the charging service operators, since fewer are operating 

alone, whereas the majority of them is operating with several key partners, such as other E-CS operators, 

roaming platforms, municipalities…  
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The operation of electric charging services poses a capitalistic problem for the operators, since there is a big 

need of prime investments to buy the relevant physical and digital infrastructures. The electric mobility 

industry is indeed highly digitalised (apps, websites, servers, exchange of data), what could show that the 

ongoing revolution in the mobility sector has well adapted to the ongoing digitalisation revolution.  

 

Moreover, the analysis of the business models in this report shows that E-CS operators are “not only” E-CS 

operators and that they undertake other activities, hence the relative important role played by the energy 

suppliers, and above all, by the electricity suppliers, in the deployment and the operation of charging 

networks; in all countries of the Alpine Space, national or local electricity suppliers have launched initiatives 

in favour of electric mobility, with the installation of charging points, the sale of domestic charging points 

(so-called “wallboxes”) for the customers to be able to charge at home, a negotiated electricity tariff for the 

EV drivers’ households based on the electricity consumption.  

The electricity suppliers benefit from the European and national legislations that opened the electricity 

market to competition but that also committed the energy suppliers to deliver more and more electricity 

produced from renewable energy sources to their grids. When the energy suppliers are not charging service 

operators, they still remain key partners of the CPOs, the latters having now the right, according to the 

European and national legislations, to be connected to the power grids and to choose their electricity 

supplier, even a “foreign” one, i.e. not the national or local one, but another one located in the EU.  

We could here add that the location of the E-CS is a specific issue for the CPOs, since they cannot install the 

charging points wherever they want; it has indeed to be connected to the power grids, but considering 

strategic and business perspectives, the charging points should be located at “strategic points”, such as 

crossroads or transport hubs, where operators can more easily find customers.   

The energy suppliers are also at the forefront of the shift from traditional power grids towards smart grids 

whose are aiming at finding a balance between demand and supply of electricity at anytime and at 

optimising the functioning of power grids, especially with the growing number of registered EVs; this is a 

huge challenge for the electricity market, since it has to forecast how charging more and more EVs that will 

“ask” for more and more power, without leading to power outage (a “blackout”). Concerning this specific 

issue, we will see in the third part of the report that there are some tendencies to use EVs as stationary 

electricity tanks that can “give back” electricity to the power grids, this is the so-called “vehicle-to-grid” 

technology.  

 

Not to forget are the information and roaming platforms that also play an important role in the extension of 

electric mobility in Europe, following their ability to interconnect the major stakeholders, i.e. E-CS and 

mobility operators, end-users, service providers, and to foster interoperability, visibility and openness of the 

charging networks vis-à-vis the charging service operators. Both types of platforms are making charging 

easier for the end-users, may they be individuals, companies, municipalities, or other companies involved in 

the electric mobility business (more specific for the roaming platforms), and promote electric mobility on a 

broad scale. Their activities may explain the growing EV market as we stated at the beginning of this report, 

even if there are slight discrepancies between the countries. All in all, the Alpine Space countries, and 

especially Switzerland, France, and Germany, are becoming markets of greatest relevance at the European 

level. As we will see in the third and last part of the state of the art’s report, EV purchases and E-CS 

deployment are correlated, the installation of a charging network and the issues around the charging 

infrastructure being acknowledged as the prior conditions to increase the registrations of EVs on the one 

hand, hence the development of electric mobility in general.  
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7. APPENDIX 

7.1 Glossary 

 

ADEME Agence de l’environnement et de la maîtrise de l’énergie, French Agency for 

the Environment and the energy management 

AEEG Autorita per l’energia elettrica il gas e il sistema idrico, Italian Agency for the 

electric energy, gas and hydric system 

AG Aktiengesellschaft, Company limited by shares 

AVERE European Association for Battery, Hybrid and Fuel cell electric vehicles 

AVERE-France French association which is a member of the European AVERE network 

BEV Battery electric vehicle 

BNetzA Bundesnetzagentur, German Federal network agency 

CASE Connected (driving), Automated (driving), Shared (vehicle), Electric (vehicle) 

CCS Combined charging system 

CEER Council of the European Energy regulators 

CEN Comité européen de normalisation, European standardisation committee 

CENELEC Comité européen de normalisation électrotechnique, European electrotechnical 

standardisation committee 

CEO Chief Executive Officer 

CHAdeMO Charge de Move 

CHP Combined heat and power 

COM Communication of the European Commission  

CPO Charging point (E-CS) operator 

CRE Comission de Régulation de l’énergie, French regulatory Commission for the 

energy 

DSO Distribution System Operator 

EAFO European Alternative Fuels Observatory 

https://www.kba.de/DE/Statistik/Fahrzeuge/Neuzulassungen/Umwelt/2016_n_umwelt_dusl.html?nn=652326
https://www.kba.de/DE/Statistik/Fahrzeuge/Neuzulassungen/Umwelt/2016_n_umwelt_dusl.html?nn=652326
https://strategyzer.com/books/business-model-generation
http://www.bfe.admin.ch/smartgrids/index.html?lang=en&dossier_id=06726
http://www.bfe.admin.ch/energiestrategie2050/index.html?lang=en
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EC European Communities 

E-CS Electric vehicle charging station  

EDF Electricité de France, French energy supplier 

ElWOG Elektrizitätswirtschafts- und Organisationsgesetz, Austrian Act on the energy 

market 

EMP Electric mobility service provider  

EnWG Energiewirtschaftsgesetz, German Act on the energy market 

EU European Union 

EV Electric vehicle 

FCEV Fuel cell electric vehicle 

GIREVE Groupement pour l’itinérance des recharges électriques de véhicules, French 

roaming platform 

GmbH Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung, Company with limited liability 

GWh Gigawatt-hour 

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission 

ISO Independent system operator  

ISO (norm) International Standardisation Organisation 

IT Information techology 

ITO Independent transmission operator 

kV Kilo volt 

kVA Kilo volt-ampere 

kW Kilowatt 

OCHP Open clearing house protocol 

OCPI Open Charge point interface 

OICP Open InterCharge protocol 

OEM Original equipment manufacturer 

PHEV Plug-in hybrid vehicle 

REMIT Regulation (EC) n° 1227/2011 on wholesale energy market integrity and 

transparency 

RES Renewable energy sources 

RFID  Radio frequency identification  

WELEG Wiener Elektrizitätswirtschaftsgesetz, Act on the energy market of the Vienna 

Region 

 

 

 

7.2 E-CS Operators' descriptions (collection of templates) 

7.3 E-CS Information platforms' descriptions (collection of templates) 

7.4 E-CS Roaming Platforms' descriptions (collection of templates) 

 


